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BULE,$.

from Government Printing Works
Dear Valued Customers,

Government Printing Works has implemented rules for completing and submitting the electronic Adobe Forms 
when you, the customer, submits your notice request.
Please take note of these guidelines when completing your form. 

Important
Information

GPW Business Rules

1. No hand written notices will be accepted for processing, this includes Adobe 
forms which have been completed by hand.

2. Notices can only be submitted in Adobe electronic form format to the email submission 
address submit.egazette@gpw.gov.za. This means that any notice submissions not on an Adobe electronic 
form that are submitted to this mailbox will be rejected. National or Provincial gazette notices, where the Z95 
or Z95Prov must be an Adobe form but the notice content (body) will be an attachment.

3. Notices brought into GPW by "walk-in" customers on electronic media can only be submitted in Adobe 
electronic form format. This means that any notice submissions not on an Adobe electronic form that are 
submitted by the customer on electronic media will be rejected. National or Provincial gazette notices, where 
the Z95 or Z95Prov must be an Adobe form but the notice content (body) will be an attachment.

4. All customers who walk in to GPW that wish to submit a notice that is not on an electronic Adobe form will be 
routed to the Contact Centre where the customer will be taken through the completion of the form by a GPW 
representative. Where a customer walks into GPW with a stack of hard copy notices delivered by a 
messenger on behalf of a newspaper the messenger must be referred back to the sender as the submission 
does not adhere to the submission rules.

5. All notice submissions that do not comply with point 2 will be charged full price for the notice submission.

6. The current cut-off of all Gazette’s remains unchanged for all channels. (Refer to the GPW website for 
submission deadlines – www.gpwonline.co.za)

7. Incorrectly completed forms and notices submitted in the wrong format will be rejected to the customer 
to be corrected and resubmitted. Assistance will be available through the Contact Centre should help be 
required when completing the forms. (012-748 6200 or email info.egazette@gpw.gov.za)

8. All re-submissions by customers will be subject to the above cut-off times.

9. All submissions and re-submissions that miss the cut-off will be rejected to the customer to be submitted with 
a new publication date.

10. Information on forms will be taken as the primary source of the notice to be published. Any instructions that 
are on the email body or covering letter that contradicts the notice form content will be ignored.

You are therefore advised that effective from Monday, 18 May 2015 should you not comply with our new rules 
of engagement, all notice requests will be rejected by our new system.

Furthermore, the fax number 012- 748 6030 will also be discontinued from this date and customers will only be 
able to submit notice requests through the email address submit.egazette@gpw.gov.za.

This gazette is also available free online at www.gpwonline.co.za
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- -

DO use the new Adobe Forms for your notice request.

These new forms can be found on our website: 
www.gpwonline.co.za under the Gazette Services page.

DO attach documents separately in your email to 
GPW. (In other words, your email should have an 
Adobe Form plus proof of payment – 2 separate 
attachments – where notice content is applicable, it 
should also be a 3rd separate attachment)

DO specify your requested publication date.

DO send us the electronic Adobe form. (There is no 
need to print and scan it).

DON’T submit request as a single PDF containing all 
other documents, i.e. form, proof of payment & notice 
content, it will be FAILED by our new system.

DON’T print and scan the electronic Adobe form.

DON’T send queries or RFQ’s to the submit.egazette
mailbox.

DON’T send bad quality documents to GPW. (Check 
that documents are clear and can be read)

Form Completion Rules

No. Rule Description Explanation/example
1. All forms must be completed in the chosen 

language.
GPW does not take responsibility for translation of notice 
content.

2. All forms must be completed in sentence 
case, i.e. No fields should be completed in all 
uppercase.

e.g. “The company is called XYZ Production Works”

3. No single line text fields should end with any 
punctuation, unless the last word is an 
abbreviation.

e.g. “Pty Ltd.”, e.g. Do not end an address field, company 
name, etc. with a period (.) comma (,) etc.

4. Multi line fields should not have additional 
hard returns at the end of lines or the field 
itself.

This causes unwanted line breaks in the final output, e.g.
Do not type as:

43 Bloubokrand Street
Putsonderwater
1923

Text should be entered as:
43 Bloubokrand Street, Putsonderwater, 1923

5. Grid fields (Used for dates, ID Numbers, 
Telephone No., etc.)

Date fields are verified against format CCYY-MM-DD
Time fields are verified against format HH:MM
Telephone/Fax Numbers are not verified and allow 
for any of the following formats limited to 13 
characters: including brackets, hyphens, and spaces
o 0123679089
o (012) 3679089
o (012)367-9089

6. Copy/Paste from other documents/text 
editors into the text blocks on forms.

Avoid using this option as it carries the original 
formatting, i.e. font type, size, line spacing, etc.
Do not include company letterheads, logos, headers, 
footers, etc. in text block fields.

Explanation/example

This gazette is also available free online at www.gpwonline.co.za
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Government Printing Works does not accept responsibility for notice requests submitted through the discontinued 
channels as well as for the quality and accuracy of information, or incorrectly captured information and will not 
amend information supplied.
GPW will not be held responsible for notices not published due to non-compliance and/or late submission.

No. Rule Description Explanation/example

7. Rich text fields (fields that allow for text 
formatting)

Font type should remain as Arial 
Font size should remain unchanged at 9pt
Line spacing should remain at the default of 1.0
The following formatting is allowed:
o Bold
o Italic
o Underline
o Superscript
o Subscript

Do not use tabs and bullets, or repeated spaces 
in lieu of tabs and indents
Text justification is allowed:
o Left
o Right 
o Center
o Full

Do not use additional hard or soft returns at the 
end of line/paragraphs. The paragraph breaks 
are automatically applied by the output 
software
o Allow the text to wrap automatically to 

the next line only use single hard return 
to indicate the next paragraph

o Numbered lists are allowed, but no 
special formatting is applied. It maintains 
the standard paragraph styling of the 
gazette, i.e. first line is indented.

e.g.
1. The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy river. The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy river. 

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy river.
2. The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy river. The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy river. 

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy river.

You can find the new electronic 
Adobe Forms on the website 
www.gpwonline.co.za under the 
Gazette Services page.

For any queries or quotations, please 
contact the eGazette Contact Centre 
on 012-748 6200 or email 
info.egazette@gpw.gov.za

This gazette is also available free online at www.gpwonline.co.za
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2. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

2.1 The emphasis on local content is premised on the principle thsúbroadoaatng must be

regulated in the public interest - including ensuring that South African stories and music

are reflected on a|r, as stated in the White Paper on Broadcasting Po|icy, published by

the Department of Communications in June 1998. A key public interest objective, the

White Paper notme, is that "broadcasting plays an integral role in developing and

reflecting a South African identity, its character and cultural diversity within the

framework of national unity" .1 The Authority is guided by the dual aim for content

regulation - ensuring that local programming and music is aired and that the

independent production and music industries are developed. These are implemented in

the context of a three tier broadcasting system (pub|ic, commercial and oomnnnunih),

including both free-to-air and subscription services.

2.2 On 4 July 2014, the Authority published a Discussion Document2 on Review of

Regulations on South African Local Content: Television and Radio ("Discussion

Document") in General Notice 529 of 2014 (Government Gazette No. 37803) inviting

interested parties to make written representations in respect of South African Local

Content. Subsequent to the publication of the Discussion Document, the Authority held

provincial workshops3 in order to solicit further views and comments from stakeholders

that are not able to travel to the Authority's head office in Gauteng or make a written

submissions. The closing date for submissions was 10 September 2014, which was

later extended to 10 October 2014. The Authority received eighteen (18) written

submissions4. The submissions received are available on request at the Authority's

library in Block 'D' Pinmill farm in Sandton, Johannesburg and on the Authority's

website. Lastly the Authority published a Findings Document on the Review of South

African Local Content providing a summary of salient issues raised by interested

parties.5

2.3 Based on the study conducted by the Authority and the Findings Document, the

Authority's proposals with regard to quotas are stipulated in the sections below,

culminating into a Position Paper. The proposals are not final decisions of the Authority

as they are published for comments through draft regulations. Hovvevar, unless

De pa rtment of Communications, 'White Paper on Broadcasting Policy', 4 June 1998, Section 1.3.3: Public Interest
zmtennscfsection400fthe|CxSxAct (as amended).

In Nelspruit, Cape Town, East London, Umhlanga, North West, Polokwane, Kimberley, Bloemfontein and Gauteng
See Acknowledgements.

~ General Notice 348ofz6 April 2Oz5 (Government Gazette No. 387OO)

4
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persuaded differently with valid reasons supported by empirical research, these

proposals will become the final decisions of the Authority.

2.4 The Authority have not increased the local content quotas from 2002, with a minimal

variation in 2006. Research shows that broadcasters are exceeding the quota thus the

proposed increase in the quotas is based on research conducted and the input to the

Discussion Document. In setting the new minimum quotas the Authority is striking a

balance between the viability of broadcasters, consumer needs and the promotion of the

independent production and music industries.

3. ANALYSIS OF SUBMISSIONS

3.1 GENERAL POLICY AND LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK

3.1.1 The Discussion Document provided the policy and legislative context of local content

regulation in South Africa. It contains an analysis of the relevant international, regional

and South African policies and legislative provisions relating to the regulation and thus

sets the policy basis for the review and recommendations.

3.1.2 M -Net and Multichoice submitted that the Authority seems to consider itself bound by

an outdated policy objective in the 1998 White Paper "to achieve a broadcasting

system which is predominantly South African in content ". They argue that they were

not suggesting that previous policy objectives should be ignored, but that those

objectives were set 16 years ago, and the Authority should reflect on whether they

remain relevant and appropriate. Furthermore, they question the Discussion

Document's adherence to foreign and outdated policy statements and its failure to

assess the existing legislative framework are problematic. As a creature of statute, the

Authority must act within the confines of the powers lawfully conferred upon it, and

ultimately the Constitution.6

3.1.3 Kagiso Media was concerned that, overwhelming attention is given to the broadcasting

sector at the expense of under - valuing the ability of other ICT platforms to the local

content. They argued that broadcasting must not be turned into a Cinderella platform

for content provision as a result of content providers competing to avoid a much

regulated platform broadcasting in favour of providing the same content services over

6 M -net and Multichoice's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South
African Local Content: Radio and Television, 2014. (Page 18)

5
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a non - regulated platform such as the internaL, the Authority must focus on Platform

Neutrality and Regulatory Parity as key concepts when reviewing the regulations. They

added that the Authority must take note of the fact that, the current disruptions to the

existing regulatory mechanisms caused by the realities of technological convergence

pose challenges not just in relation to regulating new technologies and services but

also in regard to the regulation of existing technologies and services such as

broadcasting.'

31.4 Kagiso Media pointedpointed out that ICASA must create an equal regulatory playing field on

aspects of public interest and ensuring the non distortion of the market for content

services across a variety of platforms irrespective of technology used. Kagiso Media is

quick to indicate that, it does not expect regulatory guidelines to be imposed on the

internet platforms. Flexible regulation of inter platforms will assist in striking a balance

between the television and radio streaming services so as to ensure platform

neutrality. It urges all stakeholders to contribute towards the review of the governing

legislation of the ECA, ICASA and Broadcasting Acts.8

31.5 Jonathan G Shaw was of the view that as part of global content, South African public

are able to download and listen to largely international music content through

streaming. This poses a question as to whether |CA8A will be able to regulate this

platform or not.9

3.2 LOCAL CONTENT OBJECTIVLES

3.2.1 As part of the Discussion Document, the Authority highlighted some of the key public

policy objectives for regulating loca content in South Africa and pointed out that similar

objectives drive content in other countries benchmarked as part of this study.

Furthermore it emphasised that in South Africa however the added dimension is the

need to actively redress the past where certain identities, languages and cultures were

promoted at the expense of others. The Authority asked whether the overarching

public policy objectives of local content had been met through the Authority's Local

Content regulations.

rKagianMeda'ssubmbsinnÖu|CASA'sDiscussionDocumertnntheRevewofRegu|adonson3outhAfrican

Local Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 2)
8 Kagiso Media's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African
Local Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 3)

Jonathan G Shaw's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African
Local Content: Radio and Television, 2014. (Page 2)
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3.2.2 In their submission, e.tv stated that while the objectives for local content regulation

have been nnst, however the advertising model supporting free-to-air (FTA) local

content requires protection. e.tv criticized the way the dominant pay television operator

unfairly competes for advertising against the FTA oparatoro, saying this undermines

the funding model for FTA broadcasting anÚ, ultimately, for local content. Based on

thio, e.tv therefore felt that regulatory action is needed as an intervention for a healthy

and efficient competition10.

3.2.3 M-net and Multichoice differed with the objectives as stated in the discussion

document, arguing that they are not found within the broadcasting policy and

legislative framework. The subscription broadcasters are concerned that the source of

the public policy objectives set out in paragraph 4.2, in the discussion docunnent, is not

cited. The footnote explains that these are objectives articulated by government and

policy makers in other countries. However, the subscription broadcasters stated that

these objectives are not located within the context of the South African policy,

legislative or regulatory framework for local content regulation11.

3.2.4 The National Association of Broadcasters (NAB) submitted that the South African local

content regulations are a unique example of a well - functioning and effective

regulatory intervention. The NAB argues that the uptake of SA local content by viewers

and listeners bear testimony to this, as the top five most listened to stations are South

African language otætiona, while the most viewed television programming is locally

produomd1a

3.2.5 The Authority continues to be guided by these overarching national objectives

and aims to uphold these policies through regulation. Theretore, any change

made in the regulations will be made with the implementation of these
objectives in mind.

3.2.6 In the absence of any new broadcast policy, the Authority's position on South

African local content is still informed by policy objectives stated in the 1998

me.tv'smbmissionto|CASA'sCiscussionLocument on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014,(Pages 5-10
11 M-net and Multichoice's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South
African Local Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Pages 26, 30, 44, 46-47)
zzThe NAB's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 18)
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White Paper on Broadcasting. The requirement that South Africans must own

broadcasting services goes a long way to securing the tools for South African

cultural determination. The choice of programming should entail a choice of

South African programming. This [called] for a deliberate policy to ensure that

the South African broadcasting system offers South African programmes about

the conditions, life styles, behaviour and cultural heritage of all South Africans.

This policy... [encouraged] the presentation of entertainment, educational and

informational programming from the South African perspective in whatever

format and distribution mechanism. Local content provisions arise out of a need

to protect national cultural he itages, attitudes, norms, ways of behaviour and

values from undue influence that cultural products from other countries may

have on a nation's public life. Local content seeks to protect all of those socio-

cultural, political and economic traits that could be characterised as unique to a

sovereign nation and therefore make it distinct from another13.

3.2.7 As stated in the Discussion Document Local content regulations should be

viewed in the context of broader government policies relating to the

development of cultural industries and the principles of plurality of views,
freedom of expression, cultural diversity, and access to information and
language rights. As a creature of statutes, the Authority plays a critical role in

ensuring that these policies are met; however the Authority acknowledges that it

cannot alone ensure that the policy objectives are met in this regard. The

recommendations set out in the Discussion Document were prepared taking into

account the overarching country objectives in relation to these areas and the

specific role of the regulator in achieving these and general principles of good

regulatory practice.

3.3 DEFINITIONS

3.3.1 With regards to definitions the Discussion Document noted the suggestions made in

the previous Position Paper14 and the current research process15 requesting that the

definitions be amended. The Authority illustrated that it cannot vary these definitions as

they are contained in the Electronic Communications Act, 2005 (Act No. 36 of 2005),

13 White Paper on Broadcasting, 1998, pages 35 - 37
14The Authority, "South African Content on Television and Radio: Position Paper", 15 February 2002
15 The Authority's Final Study Report: Conducting a thorough assessment of the cultural, economic and social
benefits brought about by the preservation of South African programming regulations and to perform a sound
cost-benefit analysis, www.icasa.org.za

8
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though it can make recommendations to the Minister in this regard. The Authority

enquired on whether the definitions of local content and independent television

production were still relevant to meet regulatory objectives. Stakeholders had raised

that sport be included in the definition of local content and the Authority enquired from

stakeholders whether sport should be included in the definition of local content, with

the aim of gauging for reasons to this.

3.3.2 The South African Broadcasting Corporation (SABC /public broadcaster) requested that

the Authority consider expanding the definition of 'South African content', to cover

sport programming reasoning that this will ensure that a deserved acknowledgement

and incentives are ascribed to programming of such a nature. The public broadcaster

motivated that in producing sports programming, they employ local resources and that

job opportunities are created for local technicians; for example camera operators and

all suppliers are procured from local business. They submitted that if local content is to

be increased in a digital space, the definition needs to be broadened particularly in

respect of growing regional content. The public broadcaster expands that regional

content cannot grow without regional development1ó.

3.3.3 SABC submitted that the definition of `independent television production needs to be

re- defined to ensure local content is not stunted by the lack of infrastructure and

training enabling broadcasters to recruit individuals to produce certain regional content

in- house. They proposed insurance of limitation of abuse be in the form of legislation

that is clearly defined in consultation with all critical stakeholders to agree on what is

understood as independent television. This, they added should take into account

period, type of production, cost of production, formalized training through SETA's with

evaluations and releasing of recruited individuals with commissioning contracts to

ensure local content is not stunted by the lack of infrastructure and training.17

3.3.4 The South African Communications Forum (SACF) shared similar views with the SABC

that the definition of Local Content must be updated to embrace the current realities of

a converged Information and communications technology (ICT) ecosystem. SACF also

argues that the current definition of local sport should be revised and aligned with the

Canadian local sport definition. The communications forum was of the view that there

16 SABC's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 22 -23)
17 SABC's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Paragraph 6.3)
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is no reason not to recognize sport as local content when South African teams or

athletes participate, especially in view of significant costs that go into the production of

sport content18.

3.3.5 Vodacom submitted that the definition of local content should be extended to include

the production, coverage and acquisition of sports rights involving South Africans

whether they compete in the country or not. Vodacom argued that organizations such

as the South African Football Association, the Premier Soccer League, Cricket South

Africa and the South African Rugby Union are demanding millions of Rands in

exchange for the broadcasting of local sports. Despite this expenditure and the amount

of work that goes into negotiating sporting rights the transmission of South African

sports is still not recognized as local content19. Furthermore Vodacom suggested that

the definition of independent television production should be extended to allow

independent producers to retain their intellectual property rights after the expiry of the

initial period20.

3.3.6 In addition, Vodacom posited that the definition needs to be in line with technological

developments. New media technology such as social networking, media sharing and

video on demand, in addition to the increasing prevalence of cellular telephones, have

made it possible for more people to access content produced by citizen journalists.

Consumers, they believe will also be able to download a variety of content through the

internet21.

3.3.7 M -net and Multichoice agreed with the SABC, SACF and Vodacom's positions that the

definition of local content needs to be reassessed in the light of the multi -channel

environment, particularly in respect of the focus on "programming ". They argued that in

an increasingly multi - channel environment, there will be less scope for "programming -

based requirements ", but rather, a more flexible approach will be required22.

3.3.8 M -net and Multichoice proposed that the Authority recommend an amendment to s61

(2) (a) of the ECA to remove the exclusion of sport from the definition of local television

18 SACF's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 4)
19 Vodacom's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 3 and 9)
20 Ibid. (Page 10)
21

Ibid. (Page3)
22 Mnet and MultiChoice's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South
African Local Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 22)
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content. The exclusion of sport is indeed unfortunate, in the light of the massive

contribution to the local production industry made through the production of sporting

events23.

3.3.9 M -net and Multichoice posited that legislative amendments must include African

content in the definition of local content. The subscription broadcasters substantiated

that the inclusion of African content in the statutory definition of local content would

accord with the position of various countries and it would also be in line with

government's National Development Plan (NDP) which calls for greater regional [and

African] economic integration24.

3.3.10 The NAB was of the view that definitions cannot be amended by regulation.

Amending definitions will require a policy amendment, which has to be preceded by

robust public consultation. The policy maker should initiate a process to amend these

definitions, should it be found that they are inadequate25.

3.3.11 Ms Megan Lee Clark submitted that the current definition of the South African local

content is clouded by the international content. Ms Lee Clark indicated that an

appropriate definition of the South African local content is essential to achieving

regulatory objectives. She further added that the definition must make reference to

locally produced advertisements, sports events and continuity announcements as part

of the Local Content quota26.

3.3.12 The Media Monitoring Africa proposed that local content be defined as follows; a

television programme and or audio visual content excluding transmission of sporting

events and compilations thereof, advertisements, teletext and continuity

announcements, which is produced (i) by a broadcasting service licensee, (ii) by a

person who is a citizen of, and permanently resides in the Republic, (iii) by a juristic

person, sixty percent of the directors, shareholders or members of whom are citizens

of, and permanently resides in, the Republic, (iv) in a co - production in which persons

referred to in sub paragraphs (i) (ii) and (iii), have at least a certain percentage of

financial interest, (v) by persons referred to in paragraphs (i) (ii) (iii) and (iv), in

23
I bid, (Page 23)

24
Ibid,(Pages22 -24)

25 The NAB's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 10)
26 Megan Lee's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 5)
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circumstances where the prescribed number of key personnel who are involved in the

production of the television programme, are citizens of, and permanently reside in, the

Republic; or (vi) by persons referred to in (i) (ii) (iii) and (iv) in circumstances where the

sixty percent of the production costs are incurred in the Republic27.

3.3.13 MMA submitted that it supports ICASA's decision that local sports not be recognised

as part of local content28.

3.3.14 Ms. Clark was of the view that locally produced and developed sporting codes must

be considered as part of local content. She added that since such sporting codes would

require packaging, production and promotion by local production companies and

massive sponsorships together with broadcast rights licenses, local sporting events

should be regarded as part of South African local content29.

3.3.15 SOS recommended that local sports programming should be included in the definition

of local content but ICASA needs to investigate this further. They suggested that caps

should be included on the amount of sport that can be calculated as part of local content

so that it doesn't dominate. They also added that ICASA must explore the incentivizing

of coverage of women's and minority sports; that the definition of "television content'

should now refer to "audio- visual content "; that the definition of "independent TV

production" must emphasize the issue of control. They felt that independent producers

and independent production companies need to ensure genuine control over their

creativity, intellectual property and working conditions if their work is to be seen as

independent and this should be emphasized in the definition.

3.3.16 In addition, SOS proposed that the definition of South African music should have

stricter requirements, needing majority input from citizens on all levels of production for

a song to be classified as local3o

3.3.17 JG Shaw submitted that South African music should be defined as "filmed in the

republic" under music content ..., as he would not want South African music videos to

27 MMA's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 8)
28 Ibid. (Page 10)

29Megan Lee Clark's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African
Local Content: Radio and Television, 2014(Page 6)
30 SOS's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 12)
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be overlooked in the definition of local television broadcasting. He further poses a

question on whether music videos are "television programmes "31.

3.3.18 The Authority notes that some of the submissions advocates for the inclusion

of local sport as local content however, the definition of local content in the

legislation excludes sport.

3.4 SOCIAL AND CULTURAL ISSUES

3.4.1 The Discussion document assessed the social and cultural objectives of local content

to assess if local content in South Africa reflects the rich social and cultural diversity of

the population. This then also allows for identification where caveats still exist and

where regulations might be needed to encourage broadcasting or production of

specific types of content. The Authority enquired whether stakeholders believed that

the overall socio- cultural objectives been achieved by the South African content

regulation and what the Authority could do in this regard.

3.4.2 The SABC submitted that radio in a digital era should be ushered in a dispensation that

will ensure equitable allocation of frequencies for Public Broadcasting Services (PBS)

radio stations to cater adequately for their different cultural groupings. The public

broadcaster highlighted this because of the dissenting voices recently questioning the

issues of "dialects" versus "formal" languages32.

3.4.3 The SABC also argued that, certain dialects were elevated to be the "main" languages

by the colonialists. The serious questions therefore at SABC PBS Radio services are

whether the stations should seek presenters coming from a particular clan who are

purported to be speaking the "formal" language or whether the radio station should not

ensure that it has representatives of the various dialects of that language, for instance

Northern Sotho. As a public broadcaster, the SABC believes it needs to promote a

common cultural South African identity whilst still reflecting the diversity of, languages

and cultures. Another critical cultural aspect is that of "adult" culture versus "youth

culture ". It is difficult to juggle and balance one single radio station to cater for both

cultures.

31 Jonathan G Shaw's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African
Local Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Pagel)
32 SABC's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 21 -22, 28, 30 and 39 -40)
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3.4.4 The SABC is concerned that the overall social and cultural objectives have not yet

been achieved by the South African Local Content regulations. The public broadcaster

suggested that more frequency spectrum should be allocated to ensure targeted

programming regarding "adult" and "youth" cultural programming33.

3.4.5 The NAB is confident that the licencing in all three tiers of broadcasting and especially

the 16 public service radio stations have responded to the social and cultural

objectives of the country34

3.4.6 Mr. JG Shaw encouraged the Authority to work with policy makers to introduce

production and market building incentives for national matters such as language and

music. He believes that whatever and whenever it is played, local music should seek

to promote and encourage cultural pride. For instance, he adds, public spaces such as

schools, malls, airports, government offices museums and national parks, should be

utilized as habitats to play local music. He is of the view that if local content music was

to be spread more evenly it could lead to cultural diversity and plurality. Closely related

to this should be one language based radio and television programming, and a focus

on multi - lingual content could assist in promoting marginalized and minority

cultures35

3.4.7 Furthermore, Mr. Shaw stated that South Africa's children dreams of being star

celebrities is closely related to the international celebrities but not local ones. This is

partly because the local South African broadcasters do not play local music and thus

reject any new productions meant to introduce new musical talents. He argued the

Authority may have to establish a committee whose objectives should be to investigate

and regulate any cultural prejudices in the industry36

3.4.8 SOS submitted that while present local content regulations have encouraged cultural

diversity, for instance through language diversity, broadcasters note the vagueness

and complexity of terms like cultural diversity and national identity in the South African

33 submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local Content:
Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 5, 31 and 33)
34 The NAB's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014
35 Jonathan G Shaw's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African
Local Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 5)
36

!bid (Page 6)
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context, which makes it hard to quantify their effectiveness. Thus SOS believes that

the Authority should consider elaborating on these descriptions. They also advised that

in order for the Authority to ensure increased diversity they would have to actively

intervene in the kinds of players in the industry, for instance by putting out a call for

certain types of stations representing minority communities".

3.4.9 The Authority acknowledges that there is no universal definition of social and

cultural objectives such as cultural diversity, national identity. However local

content programmes should recognize and reflect the diversity of all social and

cultural backgrounds in South African society. Broadcasters should seek
assistance from experts to ensure that their programming of local content is in

line with the country's social and cultural objectives. For example, in terms of

language the Authority aims to encourage the use of local languages in local

content programming.

3.4.10 Furthermore the Authority will incentivize the programmes produced outside

the metro areas to encourage social and cultural diversity this brings in
programming, as illustrated below under section 3.9 on Incentives. A more

refined jurisdiction of community broadcasting sector is likely to address some

of the local content problems especially around issues of music, beliefs,
language and identity that reflect South Africa's diverse cultural traditions.

3.5 LOCAL CONTENT AND DIGITAL TELEVISION

3.5.1 The Discussion Document prompted responses on ensuring that local content

programming is not compromised during the migration to digital broadcasting.

Concerns have been raised about the impact the digital migration period would have

on the viability of terrestrial broadcasters and their financial capacity to meet

requirements. lt was noted that it will be in broadcasters' own interest to air

programming that would attract viewers as incentive channels would run at a loss

without significant uptake by audiences of Set Top Boxes (STBs). As indicated below,

stakeholders continue to raise challenges they foresee with the local content for digital

television and furthermore relate this to other platforms that provide content.

37 SOS's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 13)
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3.5.2 The SABC submitted that the Authority should bear in mind the amount of content that

needs to be provided for all the channels on the Digital Terrestrial Television (DTT)

platform. Provisions for an extended period for content acquirement should be placed.

The reason is that migration of channels will be burdensome on broadcasters. The

SABC reminded the Authority to consider that South Africa being a multi - lingual

country with over 11 languages, a duplication of shows into different languages on

different channels could ease the amount of time and resources that need to be put

into one product. But even that does not guarantee the duplication of a show will be

well received by all the languages intended to be catered for38

3.5.3 The public broadcaster also cautioned that with more and more people having access

to broadband, smart phones, Wi -Fi connection, internet television and video streaming,

the Authority may want to consider that the public now views different content on all

these platforms. Therefore the reduction of local content requirements should be

considered. Provisions for broadcasters that dual illuminate to have a wide range of

content including overseas content for an extended period should be put in place. This

they added, would then allow the channels to push for more local content without the

pressure from the Authority to be within certain local content quotas.

3.5.4 Furthermore, the SABC elaborated that with the new channels on the DTT platform,

strategies would then be implemented with regards to acquiring new local content that

is both appealing and of good quality to the viewer. The Authority should also consider

that the new strategies may take some time to implement and longer time frames may

need to be placed on that. For quite a number of years local content has proved to be

a winner for most public broadcast viewers, however good quality local content is

necessary for the public to remain at a channel offering local content39.

3.5.5 The SABC also proposed that the Authority should set the percentage based on

audiences as this is the only way to ensure financial sustainability. New broadcaster

licensees regulations should be linked to the number of audiences the licensee has

and either increase or decrease in line with their audience numbers. This means the

greater the audience share, the more parity it will get with more established

38 SABC's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 40 -42)

39 Ibid (Page 21)
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broadcasters. There should be parity in regulation for everyone. Having one standard

operating procedure would make easier to regulated

3.5.6 In addition, the public broadcaster advised that the Authority should relax and / or

reduce local content regulations and allow incubation during the dual illumination

period necessary for DTT migration. Incentive channels should not have the same

level of regulation during this period. During this period, it was submitted, the Authority

should identify incentive mechanisms that will create a level playing field between

broadcasters that are obliged to provide dual illumination, and those who do not have

such an obligation41.

3.5.7 The SACF proposed that the Authority take the following approach in regulating local

content in a multichannel environment42;

Multichannel environment will require a much more flexible regulatory approach;

The Authority should adopt a cross -bouquet approach rather than per channel

regulation; and

There is a need for creative approaches to the acquisition of content and regulations

should not stipulate that programmes sourced from independent producers be

commissioned in order to enable greater flexibility and innovation in co- production,

acquisition of rights, and on- selling of IP.

3.5.8 Vodacom submitted that even during a multi - channel environment, the Authority

should maintain local content quotas, this in order to increase availability and

programming targeted at meeting the needs of different segments of the society4s

3.5.9 e.tv proposed that the regulatory approach devised for digital only channels during dual

illumination should continue after analogue switch - off. The commercial FTA

broadcaster adds that the local content regulation of the main analogue channels

should be reviewed after analogue switch - off44.

40 Ibid. (Page 45)
41

Ibid. (Page 6 -7)
42 SACF's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 5)
43 Vodacom's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 7 and 11)
44 e.tv's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Pages 16 -17)
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3.5.10 Kagiso Media submitted that there are continuous transformations in the

technological, broadcasting, policy and regulations, thus the specifications around

local content should not be rigid. However, Kagiso Media is of the view that the current

local content regulations will no longer be applicable in the digital era. While Kagiso

Media is aware that the current ICT Policy Development Process is highly complex, it

nonetheless encourages the Authority to establish its own positions regarding the

regulation of local content in the convergence era45

3.5.11 Kagiso Media further added that the ICT sector must seek to address the national and

sectorial policy objectives such as diversity, competition and consumer choice with

regard to both services and content, inter - operability and consumer protection,

economic empowerment and increased investment, local content development,

technological innovation, platform and technology neutrality and regulatory parity and

to ensure against regulatory environment becoming unduly onerous and consequently

anti - competitive.

3.5.12 M -net and Multichoice submitted that no further requirements are required in respect

of dual -illuminated channels. They further stated that, existing broadcasting licensees

will automatically comply with the local content requirements in respect of their dual -

illuminated channels during the dual illuminated period. Therefore, flexible local content

regulations which are appropriate for the multi -channel environment will be required for

new multi- channel broadcasting services from their inception, and, following analogue

switch off for migrating broadcasting services.

3.5.13 The subscription broadcasters also recommended that, in a multichannel environment

the Authority should review and reduce the obligations on broadcasters and introduce

greater flexibility for broadcasters to achieve local content objectives. They argued that

current per -channel obligations and quotas were designed for a single channel,

analogue environment, and cannot simply be transposed onto a multi -channel digital

environment as this restricts broadcasters' ability to optimise their multi -channel

offering and the cost of compliance is multiplied by the number of channels affected.

3.5.14 Furthermore, M -net and Multichoice proposed that the Authority should not set

specific requirements in relation to the prominence of South African content on

as Kagiso Media's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African
Local Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 2)
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Electronic Programme Guides (EPG). In the DTT multichannel environment no

regulation of the EPG is required as free -to -air channels will be first up in the EPG in

terms of agreements in place around DTT Rules of Operation and Memorandum of

Understanding between SABC and e.tv on the operation of the free -to -air DTT

platform. They also stated that EPG is not a broadcasting service nor is it

programming and, accordingly, it does not fall within the ambit of the powers given to

the Authority in terms of s61 of the EC Act to preserve South African programming46

3.5.15 SOS submission differed from M -net and Multichoice, the latter is of the view that the

Authority should ensure the prominence of local television content, public service and

community content through highlighting and giving prominence to this content on

EPGs and in on- demand catalogues47.

3.5.16 The SABC submitted that the licensing framework requires an ever - increasing

simplicity and flexibility in the application of regulations. The public broadcaster added

that it should be granted genre quotas across the television bouquet and not on

individual television channels as is currently the case. This would allow flexibility in

scheduling and also positioning of channels for particular audiences48.

3.5.17 The public broadcaster is also concerned that the existence of local content quotas,

moreover that the steep increases in the quotas for both radio and television services

proposed by the Authority, will hinder the growth of the public broadcaster and its

ability to exist in a digital space. They argue that over - burdening of a channel or

platform by introducing strict or too prescriptive quotas could potentially result in

consumers tuning in search of preferred content (which will be available to them on a

myriad of new channels and digital platforms).

3.5.18 e.tv recommended that the Local Content Regulations be amended to allow for a

bouquet - wide quota for new digital only channels. The commercial FTA broadcaster

argues that while the FTA channels must ensure a minimum percentage of local

programming is broadcasted on each channel, and within each genre on that channel,

the pay TV however, can meet a bouquet - wide quota which is not even necessarily

46 Mnet and Multichoice's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South
African Local Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 55)
4' SOS's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 4)
48 SABC's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 12)
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directly related to the airing of local content, and this gives pay television a far greater

flexibility49.

3.5.19 The SACF is of the view that current local content regulations are adequate and will

benefit from multichannel platforms. Lighter touch regulation, such as bouquet wide

quotas, rather than specific channel quotas, is recommended initially for FTA

multichannel satellite platforms5o

3.5.20 It is not expected that a digitally converged environment will immediately affect

the viability of television licensees. The current review will cover the regulations

for the dual illumination period and new requirements for new broadcasting

services that might be licensed during dual illumination. For post analogue

switch-off the Authority might if necessary, develop a Position Paper and
Regulations to apply to post analogue switch off, including any digital to digital

migration. The existing regulations will apply until the Authority have reviewed

the regulations in existence.

3.6 BROADCAST TIER DIFFERENTIATION

3.6.1The Authority posed a question in the Discussion Document on whether the

differentiation between subscription and free to air services, with a lighter touch

approach to regulating Pay television licensees is still relevant.

3.6.2 The SABC proposed that the three - tiers of broadcasting should be retained in line

with the legislation and furthermore all broadcasters should contribute towards the

promotion of local content. The public broadcaster insisted that the local content

quotas between FTAs and commercial cannot be addressed in isolation. There are a

number of legislative frameworks that inform a competitive landscape. Moving into a

digital multi - channel broadcasting space the definition of Public Service needs to form

the backbone of local content quotas.

3.6.3 The NAB contended that the need to differentiate in the local content quotas for FTA

and subscription broadcasters is increasingly weak, given the fundamental changes

49 e.tv's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Pages 1142)
50 SACF submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 8)
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which have occurred in the SA television market structure. They reasoned that FTA

broadcasters are no longer confined to a handful of channels but are beginning to offer

multi - channel bouquets to audiences and therefore the need for two distinct

regulatory approaches appears to be outdated.

3.6.4 In terms of audio -visual / TV content, SOS believes that public broadcasters should be

at the top of the pyramid with the most obligations, then FTA commercial broadcasters

followed by subscription broadcasters. SOS particularly supports the growing of the

new community TV broadcasting sector. In this regard SOS believes that it is important

to ensure greater flexibility. In terms of radio / audio content, SOS believes that there

should also be a hierarchy of obligations with public and community broadcasters at

the top of the hierarchy, followed by commercial broadcasters. However, this does not

negate the fact that commercial broadcasters should play an important role in the

production, commissioning and broadcasting of local contents'

3.6.5 The SACF submitted that the Authority should not differentiate local content quotas for

FTA and subscription broadcasters. The SACF submits it is no longer relevant and that

lighter touch regulations should be the same for subscription and FTA. However, they

cautioned that the Authority must be cognizant of the fact that the public broadcaster

mandate does not allow it to compete with commercial operators and therefore should

be regulated differently52.

3.6.6 e.tv is of the view that the Authority must ensure that broadcasters are regulated fairly

and appropriately, regardless of their transmission platform as the growth of the

independent production sector will in part depend of the health and viability of the FTA

sector53

3.6.7 M -net and Multichoice submitted that the current regulatory approach recognises the

differences in the way FTA and subscription services are made available to the public

and there is no basis for reviewing this differentiation in the current process. The tiered

broadcasting structure which differentiates between public, commercial FTA,

community and subscription broadcasting services and requires broadcasting services,

si SOS's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 5)
52 SACF's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 5)
53 e.tv's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page13 and 17)
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viewed collectively, to contribute to the achievement of broadcasting objectives,

underscores the current broadcasting legislative and regulatory framework.

3.6.8 Ms. ML Clark raised a concern that the introduction of Set - Top - Boxes (STBs) would

render the differentiation between subscription broadcasting and FTA broadcasting

irrelevant, therefore, there is no longer a need to allocate different local content quotas

to these two competing broadcast tiers55.

3.6.9 Kagiso Media submitted that the shift towards a convergent era renders the current

local content regulations that distinguish between subscription and FIA broadcasting

television services null and void56

3.6.10 The Authority is of the view that the three tier of broadcasting as found in the

legislation is compulsory for now and with the different tiers, licensees are

playing different yet complementary roles. The Authority's view is that the three

tiers have differing mandate and therefore the quotas are different. With regards

to incentive channels, the quotas will be set in line with channels under the

same broadcasting tier.

3.7 TELEVISION

3.7.1 Local content quotas

3.7.1.1 The Authority's and broadcasters' reports on compliance show that radio stations and

television services generally meet or exceed the minimum quotas set in regulations.

The Authority sought input in terms of whether the current local content for television

broadcasting service licensees should be increased and to what percentage, for

community, public and commercial broadcasting service licensees. The Authority also

enquired from stakeholders what the barrier would be if the quotas were increased.

sa M -net and Multichoice's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South
African Local Content: Radio and Television, 2014
ss Megan Lee Clark's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African
Local Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 6)
56 Kagiso Media's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African
Local Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 2 -4)
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3.7.1.2 Kagiso Media submitted that local content must be audited across the entire bouquet

of the television service provider rather than requiring each channel to measure

compliance with television local content requirements.

3.7.1.3 Freedom of Expression Institute (FXI) cautioned the Authority that excessively high

local content requirements can undermine the viability of broadcasters and pluralism,

particularly at the community level as this will lead to a higher number of repeats,

ultimately result in negative consequences such as the decline in listenership57. The

institute suggested that in considering quotas, demand side should be considered,

which focuses on audiences' reflections of the choices and preferences. Consumer's

choice and preferences are seldom captured to emphasize the promotion of local

content and plurality of views58

3.7.1.4 FXI further suggested that, if quotas will be increased, these regulations should be

implemented progressively so as to give broadcasters time to bring themselves into

compliance with the rules. They also added that the Authority should enforce periodic

reviews where there is flexibility to make amendments. If local content requirements

are immediate and fixed, particularly if the quotas are high, they may undermine

viability of the broadcasting sector and pluralism59.

3.7.1.5 e.tv recommended that no immediate change should be made to the local content

regulations. The Authority should rather focus on the key issues facing the sector

which include the advertising model and flexibility regarding the digital multi -channel

FTA broadcastersso

3.7.1.6 SABC supported the increase of quotas on radio services, however it requested the

Authority to note that consumer research would form a vital component to gauge

consumer preferences and demand. It submitted that should the Authority provide for

the removal of prime time and performance period and provide percentage quotas per

broadcaster, then the quotas can be increased as this would allow each broadcaster

the ability to balance their portfolios and cost recover. It stated that demand might

further vary drastically between platforms hence the need to measure at brand level

57 FXI's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014. (Page 3)
58 Ibid. Page 4.
59

Ibid.(Page 4 and 5)
60 e.tv's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 20)
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before considering changes for the respective portfolios. Lastly, the SABC proposed

that if quota adjustments are required, a phased approach should be applied to ensure

optimal consumer adjustment6.

3.7.1.7 The SABC submitted that a gradual increase of quotas be introduced for the SABC

commercial radio services; specifically a 5% increase over a period of three years. For

public radio, the SABC proposed that the quota should be increased to 60 %. The

public broadcaster is of the view that this will allow audiences to warm -up to the quota

increase idea and enable the SABC to remain viable. This will be a sustainable figure

that it believes will create a fine balance for the public broadcaster62.

3.7.1.8 The NAB posited that there is no need to increase the quotas. The association

believes that the current regulations work very well, and have helped stimulate the

local production sector. Thus even if there are no quotas in place, local content will still

thrive as all the top TV programmes are all local SA productions. In addition, the

proposed increase in quotas is submitted to be extraordinary high, unachievable and

financially not viable for community television broadcasters. It explained that

community broadcasting licensees generally rely on donations and sponsorships for

funding; as a result, it is costly for this class of licensees to commission SA local

content63.

3.7.1.9 Vodacom submitted that the quotas level set for local content rules should take into

account the strength of the local production industry in the country and its potential for

development64. Vodacom cautioned that unrealistic and unachievable local content

requirements can undermine the objective behind local content and the viability of the

local content industry in general.

3.7.1.10 Vodacom added that the Authority should not increase the current local content

quotas but should instead allow the market to dictate the amount of local content to be

broadcast over and above the prescribed threshold65. It believes that by increasing

quotas broadcasters will be forced to compromise on the quality of programming in

61 SABC's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 27)
62

Ibid (Page 14)
63 The NAB's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014. (Page 1243)
64 Vodacom's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 7)
65

Ibid (Page 4)
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order to meet quantitative quotas, and this may prevent them from exercising some

degree of flexibility with regards to content over and above the prescribed threshold66.

3.7.1.11 Vodacom further submitted that the Authority should maintain local content quotas

across all linear platforms. They also added that, broadcasters should be given the

flexibility of choosing how to meet local content obligations, i.e. whether to dedicate

few channels towards meeting local quotas or spread it across all their channels.

3.7.1.12 M -net and MultiChoice are of the view that there should be no increase to the

current quotas, rather the Authority should critically assess whether the quota system

continues to be relevant as local content has become a commercial imperative. They

submitted that the market has surpassed the need for quotas and these are not

appropriate for commercial broadcasters67.

3.7.1.13 SACF reasoned that the minimum quotas do not need to be increased, rather they

should be retained as they are presently68.

3.7.1.14 Deukom indicated that they would like to be exempted from complying with the local

content regulations, or alternatively the regulations must make provision to cater for

niche broadcasters. The German language broadcaster argued that its content is

uniquely for German -speaking individuals and the subscribers do not have interest on

the South African local content. Also, due to the size of such broadcasters the costs

per subscriber are already very high and in the circumstances the imposition of a pay

obligation may impose a heavy burden in respect of which the licensee will not receive

any benefit69.

3.7.1.15 The MMA argued that, the changing nature of Community Television which is now

increasingly being hosted by Subscription broadcasters, requires that the current local

content quotas on community television be revised7°. However, MMA is off the view

that, in so doing, ICASA must undertake a thorough research study that would

66
!bid (Page 11)

67 M -net and Multichoice's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South
African Local Content: Radio and Television, 2014. (Page 37).
68 SACF's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014. (Page 17).
69 Deukom's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014. (Page 4 and 7)
70 MMA's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page9)
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determine if community broadcasting will be able to meet the newly set local content

quotas".

3.7.1.16 The MMA proposed that community television broadcasters should be required to

broadcast 60% of local content on a weekly average which will be measured over a

year during the performance period. They submit that the Authority must again provide

incentive regulations meant to encourage community broadcasters to respect and

adhere to their local content mandate72.

3.7.1.17 The MMA also noted that subscription broadcasting has been under regulated for a

very long time and thus leading to imbalanced and unfair competition. In view of the

fact that, both subscription and FTA broadcasters are fighting for advertising, the MMA

submitted that the local content quotas of pay broadcasting be increased to a minimum

of 20% during weekly average measured over a year during the performance period73.

3.7.1.18 In addition, MMA and SOS share similar views in that there is a disparity in the FTA

commercial broadcasting sector with e-tv having a 45% local content requirement for

its main terrestrial channel. They submit that in contrast other FTA commercial

broadcasters currently have only a 35% local content requirement. It is stated that FTA

satellite delivery is not being monitored. MMA also supported SOS's recommendation

that all FTA commercial broadcasters should be treated equally74.

3.7.1.19 SOS also added that all FTA commercial broadcasters targeting a South African

audience, irrespective of the method of content delivery (i.e. terrestrial, satellite and IP)

should be required to have 45% of their broadcast time measured across their entire

channel bouquet as local television content. They submitted that time should be spent

on a balance of different genres measured across a bouquet of channels. Additionally,

it was proposed that thirty five percent of local content on all FTA Commercial

Broadcasters should be African language programming75.

71
Ibid (Page 9)

72 Ibid. (Page 10)

73lbid. (Page 10)

74 SOS's and MMA's submissions to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African
Local Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 8) and (Page 10) respectively
75 SOS's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014(Page 8)
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3.7.1.20 SOS proposed that public broadcasters should have their current 55% local content

per channel increased to 60% measured across their channel bouquets as a

percentage of time and irrespective of the media of transmission (i.e. Satellite,

Terrestrial or IP). They believe fifty percent of their local content time should be African

language programming76.

3.7.1.21 In the case of Community Broadcasters SOS called for their present obligations to

remain unchanged i.e. 55% local content per channel measured against the

performance period, or should the community broadcaster offer more than one

channel measured across their channel bouquets as a percentage of time and

irrespective of the media of transmission (i.e.: Satellite, Terrestrial or IP). They

submitted thirty percent of their local content time should be African language

programming".

3.7.1.22 Furthermore, SOS proposed that satellite subscription broadcasters' local content

percentage should be increased to at least 20% of acquisitions budgets, and this

should apply to all subscription broadcasters irrespective of transmission (i.e.

terrestrial, satellite). They state that local acquisitions budget should be spent on a

balance of different genres. Thirty percent of the local acquisitions budget should be

spent on African language programming and 60% of all local content spent on

independently produced local content78.

3.7.1.23 The following decisions by the Authority applies to television broadcasting~

(a) The new requirements will apply 18 months after the publication of the regulations

for incumbent broadcasters. This will afford broadcasters enough time and

opportunity to source the local content. New broadcast service licensees will

broadcast the minimum requirements after launch of their services as per table

1 below.

(b) In relation to any new broadcast service licensees and new incentive channels, a

per bouquet rather than per channel approach will be put in place to allow

licensees flexibility to meet South African content requirements across all

authorised services and thus, ''.)r example, allow them to vary South African

76 Ibid. (Page 9)

77 Ibid. (Page 9)

78 Ibid (Page 8)
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content requirements across individual channels. Whereby a licensee has only

one channel, the percentage set for the bouquet will apply.

(c) The Authority has decided to apply the principle of technological neutrality, thus

local content obligations will now La similar across the same services offered

and not be differentiated by platform. The new proposed quotas will be as

fol lows;

Table 1: South African Local Content Quotas

Broadcaster Current

quota

New quota for

incumbents

Quota for new

licensees

Public wing of

public

broadcaster

55 65 30% and increase by

10% on an

annual basis

until reaching

the quota for the

broadcast tier.

Commercial FTA

and public

commercial

35 45 20% and increase by

10% on an

annual basis

until reaching

the quota for the

broadcast tier

Subscription

broadcaster

10 15

Community

broadcasters

55 65 with at least 50%

of the quota

produced from

the coverage

area

50% and increase by

10% on an

annual basis

until reaching

the quota for the

broadcast tier

New incentive

channels per

bouquet

0 30% less compared

to similar

broadcast tier

and increase

by 10% on an

Not applicable
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annual basis

until reaching

the quota for

the broadcast

tier.

(d) Subscription broadcasters that commission programmes must annually spend a

minimum of 15% of the licensees' channel acquisition budget on South African

content programming. A subscription broadcast service licensee that acquire

channels must ensure that annually, 15% of channel acquisition budget is spent

on South African content channels that are compiled and up linked from South

Africa.

3.7.2 Local content genres

3.7.2.1 It was highlighted in the discussion document that stakeholders agreed that genres

should be individually reviewed and where possible simplified considering whether or

not there was evident need to regulate individual genres. The Authority sought views

of stakeholders on the television genres that should be lightly regulated and those that

should strongly be regulated.

3.7.2.2 The SABC submitted that education and children need to be regulated strongly

because early childhood development is critical for building the future, and the

population under 18 years make up roughly 50% of the South African population.79

3.7.2.3 With regard to drama, the SABC argued that the regulation of drama (for PBS SABC)

requires 24 hours of drama, of which 8 hours should be in prime time and of those 8

hours, 4 hours must be local drama. They argued that it is a huge burden on a channel

and comes at a huge cost. A review of this mandate is requested in light of the number

of channels on Digital Terrestrial Television80.

3.7.2.4 M -net and Multichoice are of the view that the only genres which require regulation

are those for where there is no commercial demand and that this should be applicable

79 SABC's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 28)
80 Ibid. (Page 28)
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only to the public broadcaster and should be flexible and measured across the service

as a whole81.

3.7.2.5 The SACF submitted that delivery of television genres such as children and /or

educational programmes (including other programmes that are a priority for the

country) must be promoted through proactive regulatory quotas in all media under the

control of South Africans, and through direct promotion to relevant audiences and their

communities in the case of such desirable content that is available on converged and

multi- channel environments. Thus the SACF proposed that most television genres

should be lightly regulated going forward; the exception is with regard to children and

educational programmes82.

3.7.2.6 NAB submitted that quotas for specific categories, like children's programming and

educational /knowledge building programming, must be prioritised. The Association

reasoned that these categories do not attract advertising revenue and must therefore

be protected and adequately funded. However, it stated that there is likelihood that

local South African drama and entertainment programmes will thrive regardless of

quotas.

3.7.2.7 Copying from Australia's model, MMA recommended the following programming

schedule, for public television- of the 390 hours, 25 hours of the children television

must be original. It stated that the public television can only schedule repeats on

children's programming for about 3 times in five years. Commercial television must

broadcast 96 hours of original first run children's drama in any three year period with

the minimum of 25 hours per year. MMA further proposed the following

recommendations in relation to children's programming, for public television- 540

hours per year of children's programming; of the 540 hours, 40 hours of the children's

programming must be first original and there should be no limitations in the repeat of

programming of South African origin and it is then that all other children's programming

be repeated about 4 times in a period of 3 years. For commercial television it was

proposed - 290 hours per year of children's programming; of the 290 hours, 20 hours

of the children's programming must be South African original83.

81 Mnet and Multichoice's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South
African Local Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 37)
82 SACF's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 7)
83 MMA's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 12)
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3.7.2.8 MMA pointed out that the Australian model that does not only prescribe 55% children

programming for both public television and commercial television, but it also urges

both tiers of broadcasting to dedicate 390 hours per year of children's and preschool

television84.

3.7.2.9 After analyzing the submissions and consideration of the research conducted

the Authority is not convinced that there is a need to vary the genre quotas. The

Authority is of the view that the current genre quotas will still achieve the
intended objective of diversity.

3.7.3 Language quotas

3.7.3.1 The Authority asked if the regulations resulted in more diverse South African

languages being used in various programming and probed for suggestions on how to

improve on programming in marginalised languages. Furthermore the Authority

wanted to know whether growth of multi -lingual dramas and other genres have

encouraged or undermined the use of "minority" languages in programming and

whether the Authority should introduce language quotas for various genres like drama.

3.7.3.2 The SABC submitted that the Authority should not introduce language quotas for

various genres like drama as the ability to regulate specific quotas in a multi -channel,

multi -platform digital environment is improbable. It indicated that regulating the

percentage use of each language in each programme is also not feasible. Much like

SABC's Religious policy and the regulation on political party coverage, they stated that

representation should be fair and equitable and can represent the realities of current

and future South Africa85.

3.7.3.3 However, the public broadcaster alerted the Authority to the challenge it might face in

trying to achieve the promotion of marginalized languages by increasing the quotas,

because creatives specializing in those languages are not freely available. The

challenge for them, they said has always been the availability of organic script- writers

84 Ibid (Page 12)
es SABC's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 34)
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in all official languages mainly the marginalized languages and there are still gaps in

the production value chain86.

3.7.3.4 The SACF submitted that the Authority should not introduce additional language

quotas. Given the low comparative population levels of these language speakers, and

their spatial locations, the SACF recommended a light- handed regulatory approach

with maximum encouragement and support for community broadcasters that serve

these communities. It states that broadcasters are already commercially incentivized to

include diverse languages, it is also the viewpoint of the SACF that the broadcast

sector does reflect South African cultural diversity in terms of languages. However, it

believes there is still some marginalization in respect of a few languages /cultures such

as! Kung and Xitsonga87.

3.7.3.5 Furthermore, the SACF suggested that the Authority can improve programming in

respect of marginalized languages and production areas by providing higher incentive

point scores (in a less cumbersome incentive regime) for such content, including multi-

lingual programming. In addition, it stated that the role of community broadcasters in

this regard should be recognized, promoted, and supported through regulatory

interventions that encourage the growth and sustainability of such community

broadcasters88.

3.7.3.6 MMA submitted that it is aware that language plays a crucial role in promoting and

achieving the goals of building democracy as it used to develop one's cultural and

social identity. It therefore believes it is imperative that local content regulations

become stronger on issues around African languages in both scheduling and

budgetary provisions. MMA recognised the broadcasters' efforts being made in terms

of news, current affairs, children programming and drama to transmit in African

languages. It however, stressed that the same effort should be shown in relation to

documentaries and other genres89.

3.7.3.7 Vodacom submitted that in order to promote programming in marginalized languages

and productions areas, the Authority should allocate additional points towards the

86
Ibid. (Page 29)

87 SACF's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 10).
88

Ibid. (Page 8)
89 MMA's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 13)
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production of programming dedicated towards marginalized languages and areas.

These, it believes will incentivise broadcasters to allocate enough budgets towards the

promotion of marginalized languages in their programmes. Without proper incentive in

place it submitted that marginalized languages will take a back seat in favour of

popular and prominent languages90.

3.7.3.8 M -net and Multichoice are of the view that to the extent that the Authority is

concerned about incentives in the context of programming in marginalised languages

and production areas, it is an issue for the public broadcaster91. They believe that

such language objectives fall on broadcasting services "viewed collectively" and on the

public broadcasting service in particular, as well as community broadcasting services.

These requirements, they submit, apply only to the public broadcaster and are specific

to its public mandate. They state it is not appropriate or permissible to extend such

provisions to other broadcasting services. It was submitted that such requirements are

especially inappropriate for subscription broadcasting services, whose primary

mandate is to meet the preferences of their subscribers92.

3.7.3.9 The NAB submitted that as far as they are aware, it is only the public service

broadcaster that has an obligation to broadcast in all 11 official languages. The NAB is

therefore of the view that the current regulations adequately cater for marginalised

languages. Regulations 8.2 of the SA television local content regulations, outlines the

scoring for production of African languages genres for the public and community

television broadcasters. Language issues can also adequately be addressed in the

multi- channel environment.

3.7.3.10 While SOS recognised the language diversity already in effect, marginalised

languages should be encouraged more. SOS believed that these languages should

include the Khoisan languages not included among South Africa's official languages.

They submitted that the Authority should consider working together with established

NGOs and civil society groups to promote and monitor programming for marginalised

9° Vodacom's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 12).
91 Mnet and Multichoice's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South
African Local Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 38)
92

Ibid. (Page 45 and 46)
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communities, like the Pan South African Language Board and University African

Language departments93.

3.7.3.11 SOS further recommended that the Authority implement a formal way for stations to

notify the Authority if their capacity to fulfil language requirements has changed. This, it

was said is due to a high turnover of staff within a licence period, often making stations

unable to fulfil promised ratios of languages94.

3.7.3.12 The Pan South African Language Board (PanSALB) submitted that regulations

resulted in more diverse South African languages being used in various programming.

Multilingual content is said to encourage the use of "minority" languages in

programming, however more should be done to accommodate Deaf people in all

programmes through sub -titling or South African Sign Language. It was submitted that

sub -titling should be done professionally in local dramas and be of good quality. They

state that most sub -titles in local content seem to be done by people who are not

proficient in languages, yet the standard of sub -titling in popular soapies /programmes

is commendable95.

3.7.3.13 In addition, the PanSALB's submission supported the idea that the Authority must

introduce language quotas for various genres like drama. They are of the view that the

introduction of the current quotas has resulted in more languages getting exposure but

that there are still other languages that are not accommodated. They reason that the

Authority's analysis has shown the popularity of local content which accommodates

languages therefore the increase in language quotas can only serve to reflect this

reality96.

3.7.3.14 The language board also submitted that slang should be discouraged unless it is

used in certain programs targeting certain audiences e.g. youth, as it is the greatest

culprit in degenerating African Languages into Fanakalo. It believes that the public

broadcaster should be the protector of language correctness in conjunction with

structures such as PanSALB97.

93 SOS's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 14)

94 Ibid (Page 14)
95 PanSALB's and SABC's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South
African Local Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 2) and (Page 3 and 4) respectively
96

Ibid (Page 4)
9'

Ibid (Page 5)
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3.7.3.15 The Authority is of the view that incentivizing the use of marginalized
languages in different programmes will go a long way as reflected in the
Authority's decision under the section on "Incentives" below.

3.7.3.16 The Authority aims to promote the use of official languages listed in Section 6

of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996 through the regulation

of broadcasting services. Until such a time that the Constitution revise official

languages, the Authority has no intention to deviate from constitutional
requirements. Recognising that South Africa is a democratic country, the

Authority encourages use of any language people speak in South Africa, but

cannot oblige broadcasters to broadcast in non- official languages.

3.7.4 Local content repeats

3.7.4.1 The Discussion document invited input into the repeats that counts towards

compliance with local content quotas. During the research process stakeholders

highlighted that in a multi -channel environment, there may be a need for more repeats

across different time slots or days or channels to allow audiences a chance to watch

the programme given that there will be so much competing content, and that

broadcasters needed to recoup their investments in local programming. On the

contrary, the independent production sector would like the number of repeats to be

monitored to ensure that programmes are not overly repeated.

3.7.4.2 The public broadcaster submitted that repeats of educational, children and high -

investment programming should count 100% towards local content delivery. They

submitted that pre -school and junior primary school learners learn best through

repetition. It was submitted that some programmes have a long shelf life; it is as a

result of thorough research and careful educational planning and design which makes

them a huge investment that can be used over many years. For children, the same

programmes reaches a new target audience all the time as children outgrow

programmes and as they grow they move on to new programmes. Programmes are

repeated because they have a high educational value and due to audience request or

popular demand. Repetition, it was said allows the SABC to provide programmes in
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more than one South African language, e.g. School TV, the same episode broadcast in

7 different South African languages during the early years of learning98.

3.7.4.3 In addition, the SABC argued that children learn best in the languages they are most

fluent in, which is their home language. Programmes are repeated in order to increase

access i.e. create more opportunities for audiences to view our best programmes

when they can and for adults and the general public. The SABC also explained it

repeats programmes that are meant to develop skills99.

3.7.4.4 The SACF is of view that the current regulations are working well, hence they see no

need to revise the regulatory system with a possible exception with regard to

educational programming. The SACF also concurred with the Discussion Document

that children's programming was more effective with repetition. For children of a young

age repeating education content serves to enhance their understanding of the

concepts being presented, and particularly in this genre, they submit that more repeats

should be allowed199

3.7.4.5 SOS proposed (in line with Canadian regulatory systems) that all local content

programmes, whether independently produced or produced by a broadcaster in- house,

should be submitted to an on -line ICASA run system where it should be issued a

unique number / barcode which stays with that programme for life. It stated that every

broadcaster should then be obliged to report local content programmes in a simple

online report to ICASA on a daily / weekly basis. SOS also provided, in their

submission, an all- encompassing table detailing number of repeats recommended per

broadcast.101

3.7.4.6 The NAB recognised the importance of repeat programming, and proposed that the

current restrictions on repeats be relaxed. It stated that it is the very nature of multi-

channel broadcasting that there is a high level of repeats, and these repeats also allow

licensees an opportunity to recoup a return on investment in programming102.

98 SABC's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 15)
99 Ibid. (Page 15)
100 SACF's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 6)
101

SOS's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 10)
102 NAB's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page14)
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3.7.4.7 M -net and Multichoice submitted that the Authority should remove the current

limitations on the number of repeats, so that repeats are recognised as counting for full

points. They argue that the question of repeats is programming specific and is

formulated with a single channel broadcasting environment in mind. They state that if

the Authority were to implement an enabling and flexible regulatory approach for the

converged multi -channel environment, the question of repeats would fall away, as

compliance would be measured across the service as a whole'os

3.7.4.8 With regard to repeats, the Authority is of the view that children learn through

repeats and a requirement to limit repeats incentives for children programming

may result in a contradiction to the objective of such programming.

3.7.4.9 It should be noted that the Authority does not interfere in the number of

repeats a broadcaster can have, but rather set a limit on the repeats that
contributes towards compliance with the local content quotas.

3.7.4.10 The Authority believes that the current regulation on repeat should remain as

they achieve the required objectives of ensuring that new programming is not

curtailed by repeats.

3.7.5 Independent production

3.7.5.1 The research done by the Authority showed that the requirement regarding the

percentage of content to be sourced from independent producers (currently 40 %) was

generally supported, although e.tv is required to outsource 100% of its programming to

independent companies in terms of its licence conditions. The Discussion document

probed again on whether the percentage of content sourced from independent

producers should be amended.

3.7.5.2 M -net and Multichoice submitted that the key drivers behind the costs increase in

acquiring the local content include the exchange rate, talent and labour costs, inflation

and rising input costs. They advised that the Authority should not assume that growth

requires regulation - training, skills development and improved access to funding

would make a more meaningful contribution. They added that the assumption that

103 M -net and Multichoice's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South
African Local Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 37)
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growth requires regulation is flawed. Vibrant local production industries, Nigeria being

a prime example, have emerged across Africa without any regulatory intervention.104

3.7.5.3 M -net and Multichoice are of the view that the introduction of multi -channel television

requires the percentage of content sourced from independent producers to be

reduced.105 However, they submitted that subscription broadcasters do not believe that

any change is required to the definition of "independent television production ".106

3.7.5.4 The subscription broadcasters also added that new ways of distribution will have a

far greater impact than new ways of production. They stated that content producers no

longer require broadcasters to distribute their content. Increasingly, content producers

will use the internet to offer their services directly to consumers.

3.7.5.5 To ensure easy acquisition of local content, SOS strongly supported the

strengthening and growing of the independent TV film production and music industries

in its submission. SOS supported the development of robust, diverse, independent

production and music industries that reflect the demographics and diversity of our

country in terms of race, class, gender, sexual -orientation, language and religion.

Further, SOS supported initiatives that will strengthen and develop local content

industries in areas outside Johannesburg, Durban and Cape Town. SOS calls for

government to initiate a research process including an economic survey and strategy

exercise resulting in clear recommendations to support local creative industries to

operate as independent entrepreneurial businesses.107

3.7.5.6 SOS submitted that satellite subscription broadcasters have from 2006 been required

to contribute only 10% of their total programme acquisition budget to local content

across all their bouquets and channels. SOS proposed that ICASA increase this

percentage to at least 20% of acquisitions budgets. SOS suggests that this should

apply to all subscription broadcasters irrespective of transmission (i.e. terrestrial,

satellite). It also submitted that the local acquisitions budget should be spent on a

balance of different genres (defined below). It believes, thirty percent of the local

acquisitions budget should be spent on African language programming and 60% of all

local content spent on independently produced local content. SOS also proposed that

104
Ibid (Pages 48 -49)

105
Ibid (Page 37)

1 °6 Ibid (Page 25)
107 SOS's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Paragraph 2.7)
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60% of all public broadcasting and free -to -air commercial local content based on time

across all channels should be independently produced local content, while for

community broadcasters, 40% should be outsourced to independent producers.108

3.7.5.7. SABC submitted that broadcasters should be able to recruit individuals to produce

certain regional content in- house. However, to limit abuse, such legislation should be

clearly defined in consultation with all critical stakeholders to agree on what is

understood as independent television. This, they stated should take into account:

period, type of production, cost of production, formalized training through SETA's with

evaluations and releasing of recruited individuals with commissioning contracts to

ensure local content is not stunted by the lack of infrastructure and training.

3.7.5.8 SACF submitted that the definition of an independent producer, being a person not

employed or controlled by a broadcasting service licensee is not adequate. The

communication forum submitted that any person who can produce content on their

own means and such content is broadcast should be considered as an independent

producer.109 SACF further proposed that a separate Authority- driven analytical process

be mounted to address concerns regarding development of independent producers so

as to avoid subjectivity in the final conclusions.110

3.7.5.9 Vodacom submitted that the Authority should consider adopting an approach which

allows independent producers to retain their intellectual property after the expiry of a

certain period. This, they reason, will provide them with the opportunity to negotiate a

higher rate with broadcasters who are willing to retain all the intellectual property rights

in the work produced or negotiate a deal which confers on them the intellectual

property on all their works after the expiry of the prescribed period. They added that it

means that after the expiry of the initial period independent producers can provide their

content to other operators at a negotiated rate.t11

3.7.5.10 Kagiso Media submitted that the current 40% independent television production is

insufficient as it fails to take into account the differences between the three tiers of

traditional broadcasting, let alone the challenges posed by non - broadcasting

108 Ibid
109 SACF's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 4)
110 Ibid (Page 13)
111 Vodacom's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 3 and 10)
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technologies which provide broadcasting like content online. They added that there

should be an obligation on PSB to transmit a much higher percentage of independently

produced television content than would be appropriate for commercial broadcasters or

community broadcasters given the nature of their respective roles, funding models and

operational climates. Kagiso reasons that local content broadcast must be increased to

at least 60% for public television service with regard to independently produced

content.12

3.7.5.11 Current requirements on the percentage of programming that should be

sourced from the independent production sector (40 %) will remain for all

broadcasters.

3.7.6 Local content regulation for FTA satellite

3.7.6.1 The launching of free -to -air satellite broadcasting services have been one of the

major changes in the broadcasting environment since the South African television

and radio content regulations were first revised in 2002. The Authority is required

to ensure regulatory certainty in terms of these developments within the

broadcasting sector. The Authority sought opinions on whether there should be a

continuance on differentiating local content quotas for FTA and subscription

broadcasters and the extent to which it should be differentiation.

3.7.6.2 M -net and Multichoice submitted that the local content regulations currently apply to

the free -to -air multi -channel satellite broadcasting services as regulation 4 of the Local

Content Regulations applies to all "Commercial Television Broadcasting Licensees ".

They stated that the Regulation does not differentiate between commercial television

broadcasting licensees based on their transmission platform (i.e. terrestrial, satellite,

cable).13

3.7.6.3 The Authority has decided to apply the principle of technological neutrality,

thus local content obligations will now be similar across the same services

offered and not be differentiated per platform.

112 Kagiso Media's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African
Local Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 5)
113 Mnet and Multichoice's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South
African Local Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 53)
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3.8 RADIO

3.8.1 South African music

3.8.1.1 The Authority sought input in terms of whether the current local content for sound

broadcasting service licensees should be increased and to what percentage, for

community, public and commercial broadcasting service licensees.

3.8.1.2 M -net and Multichoice cautioned the Authority against relying on the

recommendations of the Copyright Review Commission in respect of additional South

African music content requirements for broadcasters. They argued that the

Commission was set up by the Minister of Trade and Industry in November 2010 to

address a very specific issue, namely the workings of collecting societies for music

copyright14. Its recommendations were made without any analysis of music usage by

broadcasters15.

3.8.1.3 Moshito argued for an increase of local music quotas, and says public services and

community licensees be increased to a minimum of 80% for both television and radio.

For public commercial and private licensees they recommend that the minimum should

be increased to 70% for both television and radio whilst subscription sound licensees

should increase to 50% minimum. Moshito believes "we have enough music content

for all broadcasters to play South African content and it will grow with the proposed

increase".16

3.8.1.4 Furthermore, Moshito suggested that the Authority should prioritise local content over

foreign content, and the public broadcaster should be at the forefront of these new

quotas. They reason that the increase in South African content has huge benefits for

our country and will save the struggling South African music industry. "'

3.8.1.5 SOS advocated for commercial stations to be required to increase their local content

to at least 40 %. This proposal was made considering that they have fewer obligations

in terms of other prescribed programming. SOS supported an increase to 50% or more

114 Ibid (Page 41)
115

Ibid.
116 Music Industry's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African
Local Content: Radio and Television, 2014
117

Ibid
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for public and community stations to encourage the airing of even more local content.

Since some stations feel strongly that quotas should not be increased, SOS

recommended that a thorough investigation of the expected impact be done, and if an

increase is implemented it should be done in increments to allow the industry to

adjust.18

3.8.1.6 Play SA Music submitted that local content be increased to 80% or more across all

commercial and community radio stations, because South African music has grown

since 2004 and also, most royalties are paid to international artists. They argue that

quota increase will result in GDP increase and job creation, and musicians will

maintain a sense of identity.19

3.8.1.7 SAMRO submitted that in the 2006 position paper on community sound broadcasting

licensees, the Authority advised community sound broadcasting licensees to comply

with the copyright legislation by paying the SAMRO fees'. Thus SAMRO believes that

the Authority should go beyond advising licensees to comply with the copyright

legislation, rather the Authority should take serious measures against a licensee that

refuses to comply with the copyright legislation.12°

3.8.1.7 Furthermore, SAMRO submitted that the quotas for commercial sound broadcasting

services should be increased to at least 50 %. They added that the increase should be

implemented over a five year period, with a 5% increase imposed each year from the

coming into effect of the new regulations. They argued that since it is common

knowledge that almost all public and community sound broadcasting licensees already

use more than 65% of South African music during the performance period every week,

it is therefore not unreasonable to propose that the minimum quotas for these services

should be increased to 65 %. 121

118 SOS's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014
119 Music Industry's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African
Local Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 1)
120 SAMRO's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014
121 Ibid
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3.8.1.8 SAMRO added that all broadcasting licensees should be encouraged and be

incentivized to use South African music in their programme signature tunes, because

rights holders earn royalties when their music is used as signature tunes.122

3.8.1.9 SAMRO also submitted that the Authority should consider introducing minimum

quotas for music on television, particularly music video programmes. Television

broadcasting licensees should also be credited for using and promoting South African

music in programmes such as South African drama, current affairs, documentaries,

educational and children's programming. They propose that the credit could be in the

form of points that television broadcasting licensees could accumulate towards

complying with the minimum quotas. SAMRO has noted that the Authority's quotas on

South African music relate only to music broadcast on radio, and that there are no

stipulated music quotas for television. They motivated that the usage of South African

music by South African television broadcasting licensees would assist in ensuring that

most of the money distributed by SAMRO goes to South African rights holders123

3.8.1.10 The NAB was of the view that the current SA local content quotas for music are

adequate. They state that many licensees find it challenging to meet their unique

quota's (these exceed the minimum threshold), and therefore cautioned the Authority

from applying a one size fits all approach.124

3.8.1.11 The NAB also argued that, in the event that the Authority seeks to increase the

quotas it would have to continue to apply exemptions and concessions where

licensees are able to provide evidence of the non -availability of music. They reason

that the music industry's growth is organic and unpredictable and the Authority must

consider this in weighing up the reasonableness of any increased quotas.125

3.8.1.12 Kagiso Media posited that the Authority has to consider having different local

content regulations for different music format stations to accommodate wide - ranging

South African music content and would like the Authority must compel all sound

broadcasting services to transmit any music in order to comply with local content

quotas. They reasoned that this would assist in the burden of local content being

122
Ibid

123
Ibid

124 NAB's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 15)
123

Ibid (Page 16)
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spread across the broadcasting landscape and thus increased benefits to the South

African cultural industries.126

3.8.1.13 Mr Shaw concurred127 with the CRC findings that local music content must be

created, written and produced by South African citizens in order to bolster local

composition. He believes that contrary to what broadcasters have been saying, the

public and music industry would welcome an increase in the quotas percentage of our

local music. He also submitted that the short term negative repercussions are minimal

when compared with the long term positive outcomes that will benefit all stakeholders.

3.8.1.14 During the provincial workshop in Kwa Zulu Natal, the stakeholders proposed that

any envisaged community radio stations increase in local content quotas should be

gradual over a period of years. It was also mentioned that the Authority should not be

prescriptive in its Regulations because each broadcaster has its own strengths and

weaknesses.

3.8.1.15 In KZN, Hindvani Radio, an Indian Community radio, expressed concerns with

regards to South African Music quotas and how this presents a challenge for them as

their target audience is predominantly Indian. Some argued, however, that those

broadcasters should still promote South African music in general and not necessarily

South African Indian music.

3.8.1.16 After thorough analysis and considerations of the submissions and research

conducted the Authority have decid id on the following;

i) The minimum South African music quota for community radio be increased

to 80 %;

ii) The minimum South African music quota for public radio be increased to

70 %;

iii) The minimum South African music quota for commercial radio be increased

to 35 %; and

iv) The minimum South African music quota for subscription radio should be

increased to 30%

126 Kagiso Media submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African
Local Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 5)
12' Jonathan G Shaw's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South
African Local Content: Radio and Television, 2014
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Broadcaster Current

quota

New quota

Public wing of public

broadcaster

Commercial FTA and public

commercial

40 70

25 35

Subscription broadcaster 10 30

Community broadcasters 40 80 with at least 20% of the quota

sourced from the coverage

area

3.8.1.17 Sound broaccasters who cannot meet these requirements should get
approval from the Authority for exclusion provided they furnish proof that there

is limited music supply in their defined format and they should include
proposals on how they will work together with the music industry to address

this. Such proposals will be included in amended licence conditions for these

services if their application is approved. The Authority encourage subscription

broadcasters to broadcast audio sound channels devoted to playing South

African local music.

3.8.2 Talk radio music quotas

3.8.2.1 The previous regulations excluded radio stations that devotes less than 15% of its

broadcasting time during the performance period to the broadcasting of music, being

mainly talk radio stations. Stakeholders requested the Authority to impose local

content quotas on talk radio stations as they do play music. The Authority probed this

further in the Discussion document asking if music quotas be introduced to talk radio

broadcasters.

3.8.2.2 SAMRO argued that it is important that quotas be introduced for music programmes

on talk radio broadcasters. They reasoned that in 1997 and 2002 when the regulations

were introduced and reviewed respectively, talk radio broadcasters generally did not

have music programmes, they have since introduced music programmes, particularly

45
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over the weekends and holidays. They also gave an example of 702 Talk Radio

Station which has a programme titled 'Solid Gold Weekend'.128

3.8.2.3 SABC was of the view that Local music quota for talk radios should be 40 %.129 702

Talk Radio's weekend oldie music shows deviate from talk format and attract music

lovers who support the specific genre of music. Talk stations who choose to include

music programme blocks should receive targets to make them accountable towards

local music delivery.

3.8.2.4 The SACF submitted that quotas must be introduced in this regard and must be set

at 25% likely set for other radio broadcasters. They suggested that some flexibility

should be exercised in the event of the lack of local artists active in some selected

genres. Radio Talk 702 have times during which they play music (for instance over

the weekends). In such cases local content requirements that are consistent with the

musical genre selected, should apply where possible.139

3.8.2.5 SOS also supported a local music quota being implemented on the music played on

talk radio broadcasters if the current practice is at a very small amount and that it

should be at 40% or the current quota agreed for the similar licensed group of that

station.131

3.8.2.6 Vodacom submitted that the Authority should impose the prescribed music quotas on

talk radio broadcasters who decide to play music on their radio stations. They

reasoned that the purpose of a talk show is to provide a platform for the active debate

and engagement on matters of importance to a particular target market.132

3.8.2.7 The NAB argued that by increasing music quotas on talk stations, the stations will no

longer be in the threshold of talk stations, and will be forced to compete with music

stations for advertising revenue. They reasoned that in order for a station to qualify as

128 SAMRO's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014
129 SABC's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014
130 SACF's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 9)
131 SOS's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014
132 Vodacom's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 3 and 10)
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a "music station" the station must devote more than 15% of its broadcasting time to

music. They added that, in their view, the distinguishing factor between music and talk

station is the percentage of music played.133

3.8.2.8 From the NAB's point of view, there is no correlation between advertising and local

music played by a station. It stated that a station's profitability is not linked to music

played, but is attributable to a number of factors, such as on -air personalities and

sponsorships the station attracts.134

3.8.2.9 Talk radio stations are no longer be excluded from the requirements. For

example, if a commercial radio station devotes less than 15% of its time to

music, 35% should be South African.

3.8.2.10 A request for exclusion from compliance should require that licensees

provide proof that there is limited music supply in their defined format and that

they should include proposals on how they will work together with the music

industry to address this. Such proposals, it should be noted, will be included in

amended licence conditions for these services should their application be

approved.

3.8.3 Music formats

3.8.3.1 The research conducted by the Authority discovered that formats may not be

adequately defined and may have to be done away with and that formats may be

limiting radio stations from growing their audiences. It was also indicated that some

stations with very specific genres, sometimes find it difficult to meet quotas as music

has to be approved by programming committees prior to it being broadcast.

3.8.3.2 SABC argued that the Authority should institute an inquiry on the definition of music

formats This is even more necessary if the music quotas are to be increased because

there may be a lot of format duplications due to lack of other music genres. It stated

that the absence of format definitions will always result in numerous interpretations by

various parties.

133 NAB's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 16)
134

Ibid (Page 16)
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3.8.3.2 SOS recommended that the Authority does not intervene in music formats beyond

what is stipulated in license conditions, since this is an unnecessary complication and

restricts stations.135

3.8.3.3 SACF was of the view that the Authority must work more on sharply defining the

regulated music formats and that classification should not dampen innovation in the

creation of new ideas and even genres of music. They advised that the Authority

should guard against excessive fragmentation that has little relationship to listener

preferences as for instance, Smooth Jazz and Adult Contemporary are virtually the

same genre to most broadcasters and listeners, however the Authority currently treats

them differently. Complaints in respect of encroaching on one another's format are

difficult to resolve as a result of such ambiguity. They added that there are currently

too many ambiguous classifications and this has an impact on enforcement and ability

to monitor compliance.136

3.8.3.4 The NAB proposed that a consultative committee, comprising of all key stakeholders,

ranging from radio broadcasters, music producers, musicians, as well as government

departments including the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI), be established to

consider music formats that are unique to South African music formats, and establish a

strategy to encourage the creation of good quality music.137

3.8.3.5 Mr. Shaw stated that it is often difficult to know radio formats because radio stations

do not provide a meaningful definition, however, knowing which music each radio

station requires would assist in the demand and supply of relevant music content. He

added that there is a need for certain technical standards that have to be attained for

the satisfactory delivery of music recordings for the local music industry.138

3.8.3.6 A decision was taken in 2002 that "[t]he Authority, therefore, proposes that the

radio industry, through its various associations, should start a pi wcess of

135 SOS's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014
136 SACF's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 19)
137 NAB's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 16)
138 Jonathan G Shaw's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South
African Local Content: Radio and Television, 2014
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developing common definitions of radio formats that reflect the realities of the

South African market "139.

3.8.3.7 The Authority is not yet persuaded to prescribe formats - it encourages the

affected stakeholders, led by music associations and the NAB to discuss and

make recommendations on the definition of formats and report back to the

Authority.

3.9 INCENTIVES

3.9.1 The Authority requested suggestions on ways to improve the incentives system

introduced in the 2002 regulations. This comes after research indicated that the

incentives offered for television programmes were not worth the burden of calculating

them, and that the format factor categories and incentives should be reviewed to, for

example, encourage investment by a broadcaster in developing new

licensable /exportable content formats. The Authority asked for proposals regarding

innovative ways to promote the use of historically marginalised languages and

production areas.

3.9.2 The SABC submitted that on television the incentives system should apply to genres

which are expensive to produce and genres which are produced in marginalized

languages. It stated that ideally the incentive system should be informed by the

outcome they envisage achieving. Regarding radio, the public broadcaster

recommended that the incentive system be applied for the promotion of local artists be

increased to encourage further promotion of South African artists. They gave an

example in that, a 5 minute interview of a local artist or coverage of live music of a

local artist should be allocated 5 points instead of 2 points as this will assist

broadcasters to reach the 1% mark quicker.14°

3.9.3 SOS supported a series of (non -regulatory) incentives to promote the production of

local content. They proposed that these incentives should include the creation of a

local content fund that could be used by any broadcaster or audio or audio -visual

content provider planning to produce public service and community- orientated local

139 SA Content Position Paper And Regulations, 2002
140 SABC's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014
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content. SOS believes that particular priority should be given to piloting and

development of new programming and programming formats. Also, it was submitted,

the fund should prioritise programming that focuses on marginalised languages;

productions outside the main metropolitan areas (i.e. Durban, Cape Town and

Johannesburg) and programming focused on women, children, the youth, old people,

workers, the poor and LGTBIAQ communities. This fund would not replace current

funding available from DTI, NFVF, IDC etc, it would require additional funding. Funds

could potentially be accessed from licensees who are allocated spectrum vacated

through the digital migration process.141

3.9.4 To incentivise more pre -licences, SOS proposed that at least 35% of the public

broadcasters' local content should be on pre -licences, and co- productions where the

broadcaster does not own a majority equity stake.142 This, they reasoned, would also

further allow for content to be re -used on other broadcasters' platforms and encourage

sharing of content in a multi -channel environment.143

3.9.5 The SACF argued that the incentive system is rather complicated and discourages

broadcasters which could potentially apply for incentives from doing so, thus negating

the effectiveness of the incentive. Therefore, they recommended that the Authority

should look at simplifying the incentive system. They further state that complex

regulations do not live up to their expectation as neither the regulator nor the licensee

follow /track them accordingly, until a dispute arises. They suggest that a simplification

thereof will go a long way in encouraging compliance.144

3.9.6 M -net and Multichoice recommended that government should consider further

incentives, possibly with reference to Australia as a model. They further stated that the

format factors are not working and should be abandoned in favour of more flexible,

enabling local content regulation. Therefore, they stated, government can help include

amongst others, greater financial assistance to the film and broadcasting industry and

licence fee incentives or rebates.

141 SOS's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014
142 SOS's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014
143

!bid
144 SACF's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 8)
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3.9.7 Moshito submitted that the Authority should continue to explore new and innovative

ways to incentivise those who comply and disincentives those who do not comply.145

3.9.8 In terms of incentives, several submissions noted that the process of applying

for incentives for television was unduly burdensome and costly and therefore in

some cases simply abandoned. The process of calculating the format factors for

incentives discouraged the use thereby and rendered them ineffective.The aim

of the incentives is to ensure that broadcaster's air programmes commissioned

from marginalised provinces and languages. In order to promote these
objectives, the Authority will compel broadcasters to ensure that fifty percent

(50 %) of annual independently programmes budget is spent on

marginalised languages and programmes commissioned from regions outside

the Durban, Cape Town and Johannesburg Metropolitan cities.

3.9.9 Incentives promoting South African music were found to be valuable and hence

will not be varied.

3.10 REGULATING LOCAL CONTENT IN NEW SERVICES

3.10.1 The Authority assessed the technological landscape, including the convergence of

technology platforms and diverse market segments, giving rise to new broadcasting

distribution methods, based on digital technology, and digital production of music and

television content. The discussion document considered the necessity or otherwise of

setting content obligations on licensed operators in the context of an ever -expanding

collection of unlicensed content creators, aggregators and content service providers

who have no licence obligations and yet compete in the same markets as licensed

broadcasters.

3.10.2 Vodacom proposed that there should be no local content regulation for non -linear

broadcasting, for content is delivered to the end -user on request.146 Vodacom also

proposed variable quotas for different types of broadcasting and programming, for

example terrestrial, satellite or mobile - free to air and subscription - drama, films,

news or talk shows. They proposed a progressive implementation of quotas for new

145 Music Industry's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African
Local Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Paragraph 4e)
146 Vodacom's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 6)
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linear broadcasters in order to give them an opportunity to increase their local content

production over time so as to comply with the local content rules. Vodacom also stated

that the Authority should maintain local content quotas across all linear platforms and

that broadcasters should be given the flexibility of choosing how to meet Local content

obligations, i.e. whether to dedicate few channels towards meeting local quotas or

spread it across all their channels

3.10.3 The NAB cautioned the Authority that if there is continued intervention, then the

Regulator runs the risk of losing focus, and stifling free choice and commercial

freedom. Regulations have thus far worked well because they addressed market

failure in local content supply and acquisition in South Africa147.

3.10.4 M -net and Multichoice were of the view that traditional broadcasting services are put

at a significant competitive disadvantage as a result of the regulatory constraints of

local content regulation and its associated costs. They stated that local broadcasters

will increasingly have to compete against unregulated multi -national, multi -media

corporations like Netflix, Amazon and Apple. This difference in regulation, they argued,

should not persist, since it gives new media services significant advantages over

traditional broadcasting services148.

3.10.5 SOS noted that regulation needs to be appropriate to a multi -channel environment. It

stated that it needs to take into consideration rapid technological advances including

the fact that broadcasting and "broadcasting- like" audio and audio -visual content can

now be accessed from a variety of providers including non -broadcasters such as

telecoms operators and internet service providers. These new media providers are

generally unregulated and unlicensed149.

3.10.6 Thus SOS believes that new global realities require regulators to adopt a more

flexible approach in certain instances. However, this approach should not undermine

the overall goal of ensuring a rich, diverse, public -service and community- orientated

audio -visual and audio content environment15o

147 NAB's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 3)
148 Mnet and Multichoice's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South
African Local Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 10)
149 SOS's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 4)
150

!bid (Page 4)
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3.10.7 Kagiso Media cautioned that the current local content regulations are extremely

complex and it therefore suggest a softer approach to facilitate for the utilization in

other platforms such as online, mobile sound and television151.

3.10.8 Jonathan G Shaw recommended that, as part of global content, internet based

content is increasingly invading the space that was traditionally occupied by the

conventional broadcasters. He stated that the challenges involved in trying to regulate

internet content will propel the industry into business models that will change and

increase the global audience into a more beneficial direction152

3.10.9 The Authority consider other platforms that competes with traditional

broadcasters in regulating South African Local content, however it does not

have a framework to regulate those platforms such as over the top services

offered at this point. Due to market developments, the Authority may regulate

this space in future.

3.11 HORIZONTAL INTEGRATION

3.11.1 Stakeholders raised a concern on horizontal integration between recording companies

and licensees and as a result the Authority asked for an opinion on horizontal

integration between recording companies and licensees through the Discussion

document.

3.11.2 The SABC submitted that regulation to prevent horizontal integration is important to

ensure that competition practices remain a viable manner used to stimulate the

industry as a whole as opposed to inhibiting growth and to stimulate wider multiplier

effects which positive competition is likely to have. Thus, they added, local content

regulatory framework should enable broadcasters to compete with non -linear services

in the digital environment. They cautioned that ultimately, horizontal integration with

record companies will lead to the radio or television stations playing only the music

produced by the sister company.153

151 Kagiso Media's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African
Local Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 3)
152 Jonathan G Shaw's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South
African Local Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 2)
153 SABC's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Paragraph 6.40)
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3.11.3 The SACF suggested that integration between recording companies and radio

licensees as a competition issue, should be looked into carefully by the Authority. The

communications forum urges the Authority to exercise its powers within the terms of

Chapter 10 of the ECA in dealing with this issue. It stated that horizontal integration

changes the underlying market structure in favour of the integrated companies and

excess capacity is taken out of the market and competition may decrease as a

consequence.'S4

3.11.4 Vodacom argued that the horizontal integration of recording companies and licensees

does not in itself give the Authority the right to intervene in those transactions, as

companies might be responding to convergence of technologies and are creating ways

to become more efficient in reaching viewers. They substantiated their submission by

stating that, the fact that media houses are merging and getting larger does not in itself

mean that ownership is becoming more concentrated. Growth in the industry might just

be a sign that the industry as a whole is responding to technological changes

necessitated by the convergence of technologies.155

3.11.5 The NAB was of the view that, to the extent that the Authority sees it necessary to

intervene in the integration of recording companies and broadcasters, the Authority

must have regard to competition issues. They further alerted the Authority to the

provisions of section 2(y) of the ECA, which prohibit ICASA from interfering in

commercial activities of licensees. 156

3.11.6 Mr. Shaw, using Australian example, said a music radio project can be sourced and

then delivered on radio with significant report back. He added that, South African local

music industry may struggle to unite for the sake of overall benefits for all

stakeholders. He further stated that, if record company or media house wishes to

acquire another's business, it should be allowed to do so, reasoning that the music

154 SACF's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 9 and 17)
155 Vodacom's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 4 and 9)
156 NAB's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 17)
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industry must start redirecting its focus from selling packaged content to the public and

instead on licensing arrangements.157

3.11.7 The issues above are horizontal and vertical concerns raised during the

research process. The Authority will not be addressing those issues as they do

not fall within the regulatory mandate of South African Local Content.

3.12 COPYRIGHT ISSUES

3.12.1 The Authority was requested to ensure compliance by broadcasting service licensees

with copyright issues. Therefore the Authority investigated the matter further in the

Discussion document.

3.12.2 Jonathan G Shaw argued that evidence suggests that local music performance

royalties are in correlation to the percentage of local music broadcast. As according to

SAMRO, about 38% of royalties are paid to local composers, whereas the

broadcasters play at least 30% - 40% of local music. SAMRO and the Authority must

work closely together towards achieving better results in relation to monitoring and

remuneration in the local music industry. He stated that the Authority should not be

involved in issues involving the violation of copyrights, instead this can be solved by

including the revocation of a broadcasting licensee's rights to transmit its programming

in the future. In conjunction with the Authority, the DTI might be in a better position to

initiate and lead on this matter.

3.12.3 Copyright issues are wit:.in the ambit of the DTI and therefore the

Authority will not be dealing with matters that fall within the Copyright

Act.

3.13 MONITORING AND COMPLIANCE

3.13.1 Stakeholders have raised concerns about the monitoring of compliance with the South

African local content regulations. They alluded that the reporting requirements in

regulations such as those dealing with South African content are particularly onerous

on licensees. The Authority wanted input on whether the current monitoring provide

157 Jonathan G Shaw's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South
African Local Content: Radio and Television, 2014
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accurate results and asked for suggestions on how the current monitoring methods

can be adapted to become more user -friendly to both broadcasters and the Authority.

3.13.2 Kagiso Media was of the view that much simpler, less complex mechanisms to

support local content must be prescribed, particularly, if these mechanisms are to be

adaptable to other platforms such as online, mobile sound and television content

etc' 58.

3.13.3 e.tv submitted that an electronic system of reporting which is common among

broadcasters and the Authority (and based on broadcasters programming

management systems) would provide a more cost effective and less time consuming

approach to monitoring'''

3.13.4 M -net and Multichoice argued that if the Authority is to fundamentally change the

system of local content regulation to make it far enabling and flexible, that will require a

reconsideration of the monitoring and compliance system. The Authority, they said

should reduce reporting obligations and reduce the costs of compliance. Most

countries rely on self -reporting and spot checks166

3.13.5 The SABC proposed that a less complex methodology for calculating mandate

performance be adopted. Furthermore it is proposed that the methodology guidelines

should be attached to the final regulations for ease of implementation161.

3.13.6 The public broadcaster further proposed that monitoring of the public broadcaster

should be informed by its Corporate Plan and its commitment towards local content

delivery based on its 3 year plan. The SABC posited that mechanical quotas are not

effective and at times are inconsistent with the corporate objectives of the SABC.

SABC therefore recommended that it should be based on the revised licensing

framework, the Corporate Plan and its commitments to local content.162

158 Kagiso Media's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African
Local Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 6)
159 e.tv's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 22)
160 Mnet and Multichoice's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South
African Local Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 22)
161 SABC's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 16)
162

!bid (Page 17)
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3.13.7 Jonathan G. Shaw believes that monitoring methodology is not clear. Publishing a

yearly collated report regarding content regulation compliance would be helpful163

3.13.8 The NAB was of the view that current reporting is administratively onerous on both

broadcasters and the Authority as it is done manually and is paper based.

Broadcasters are further concerned that often they are required to re- submit

information already provided to the Authority. It stated that the licensees are not

confident that monitoring is satisfactorily done as it is based on spot checks and this

does not necessarily reflect a true compliance picture of a licensee.

3.13.9 A recommendation by the NAB is that a standardised and simplified approach to

compliance can alleviate non -compliance and be less burdensome on the Authority in

monitoring the sector. The NAB further proposed that the Authority considers

independent audit mechanisms to assist the Authority in its monitoring of compliance.

The independent audit firm could provide a final report prior to the Authority publishing

compliance reports of Licensee's164

3.13.10 Vodacom proposed that the Authority should construct a monitoring system that

allows it to maximise its resources by concentrating on specific genres that include,

amongst other, children, drama, documentaries, education and programs dedicated

towards minority languages. By understanding programme schedules relating to these

genres the Authority can develop a programme of monitoring which will concentrate on

those areas which receive less airplay and which are currently ignored by

broadcasters165.

3.13.11 SOS and FXI suggested that the Authority implement some of the following simpler

and more effective methods of monitoring, given the lack in monitoring many stations

have experienced. They proposed the methods of allowing stations to compile and

send reports electronically and the Authority to do random audit of broadcaster's

reports166.

3.13.12 MMA was of the view that there needs to be a revised methodology to monitor the

compliance of all licensed broadcasters with an emphasis on the public broadcaster. It

163 Jonathan G. Shaw's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South
African Local Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 6)
164 NAB's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 9 and 10)
165 Vodacom's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 13)
166 SOS and FXI's Submission to (CASA on Discussion Document on the Review of Regulations on South African
Local Content: Radio and Television, 2014 Page 13
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also noted that it is critical that the methodology embraces the future of Digital

Terrestrial Television (DTT) in South Africa167.

3.13.13 The Authority notes the different proposals regarding monitoring system and

notes that not all broadcasters have the resources to submit information

electronically as proposed. There seems to be various proposals for the
Authority to continue doing spot checks or random monitoring on broadcasters.

The broadcasters are required currently to submit reports on their compliance

with licence terms and conditions as well as Regulations.

3.13.14 The Authority's decision is that the compliance time frames remain as is.

Television broadcasters indicated that it would not be possible to meet the

South African content requirements over shorter periods due to the seasonal

nature of television scheduling. The international benchmarking further

confirmed that requiring compliance over a year rather than a shorter period is

in line with best practice.

3.13.15 With television, the Authority will adopt an audit approach to monitoring

compliance. The licensees will be required to submit audited monitoring reports

whereby the Authority will do the verification of information submitted.

Submission of false, misleading or inaccurate information should bear

significant penalties.

3.13.16 There are no complaints or suggestions with regards to monitoring sound

broadcasting licensees therefore the compliance monitoring mechanism
currently used will remain as is.

3.14 CONCLUSIONS AND WAY FORWARD

3.14.1The submissions present various suggestions on how the Authority should regulate

South African Local Content on Television and Radio. The recommendations include a

call for the Authority to align the television regulation to a digital multichannel

environment focusing on a bouquet rather than individual channel quota requirements.

The Authority notes the need to improve on the current monitoring of compliance with

Local Content regulations and will make a decision on the most efficient method.

167 MMA's submission to ICASA's Discussion Document on the Review of regulation on South African Local
Content: Radio and Television, 2014 (Page 4, 5 and 6)
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3.14.2 This Position Paper presents the preliminary decisions by the Authority regarding the

regulation of South African Local content. The Authority will consult on the preliminary

decisions through draft regulations, affording stakeholders a chance to make input

before a final regulation is passed to govern South African Local content.

ANNEXURE A: PROV]] DIAL WORKSHOPS REPORT

1. INTRODUCTION

The Independent Communications Authority of South Africa ( "the Authority ") published a

Discussion Document on South African Local Content Regulations on the 4th of July 2014,

under General Notice 529, Government Gazette No. 37803. The Authority conducted

workshops countrywide, in respect of the Discussion Document, which is based on the

findings of the cost benefit analyses168 of the South African Local Content Regulations. The

workshops were conducted to solicit comments from stakeholders on the Discussion

Document.

The purpose of this Report is to highlight key issues raised by stakeholders during the

consultation process on South African local content Discussion Document.

The method followed in every province was the same, where representatives from the

Authority would make a presentation on the contents of the Discussion Document, which

would then be followed by comments and questions from the stakeholders. Subsequent to

168
Final Study Report: Conducting a thorough assessment of the cultural, economic and social benefits brought about by

the preservation of South African programming regulations and to perform a sound cost -benefit analysis www.icasa.org.za
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the presentation the stakeholders made enquiries regarding the Document, which in the

main, could be responded to by making reference to provisions of the Discussion Document,

current regulations and the legislation. This document is divided into sections representative

of the different provinces and highlights the key issues raised by the stakeholders in the

specific provinces.

2. MPUMALANGA

The stakeholders proposed that African content, specifically music, should be included under

the definition of local content, reasoning that there is a lot of collaborations between the

different African countries which should be acknowledged in the regulations. Members of the

Authority explained that the definition is in the legislation Electronic Communications Act 13

of 2005( "ECA ") and that the inclusion of African content as local content would require a

legislative change. They also explained that the purpose of the regulations is to promote

national and provincial identity, but not necessarily African content.

The audience also proposed that broadcasters should work towards more channel

integration, giving an example of Rhema television. They noted that e.tv provides the

Rhema channel every Sunday, even though Rhema channel exists independently. This

simultaneous broadcast of the Rhema channel on e.tv was noted to be a good model for a

targeted audience. The audience proposed that a similar channel be created with the

different African languages.

Community broadcasters pleaded for a review of advertising, reasoning that community

broadcasters need advertising to generate income. The delegates explained that with regard

to advertising, it is only the subscription broadcasters who had a set limitation with regard to

advertising, being that their advertising revenue may not exceed their subscription fees

revenue. There is no law that prohibits advertising on community television.

Furthermore, some community broadcasters complained that the Authority has authorised

the broadcast of community television on a commercial platform. They argued that this may

distort the three tier broadcasting system and may also disadvantage community

broadcasters who do not wish to enter into such a contract with commercial broadcasters.

They also inquired whether the community television channels carried on a commercial

platform counts toward compliance with local content regulation for the latter. Authority

representatives explained that these channels are only carried on the commercial platform

and that they are not the commercial broadcaster's own acquisition and therefore should not
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count toward local content compliance. They further explained that the Authority does not

enter into commercial agreements among broadcasters and that it would be each community

broadcaster's choice whether to contract or not.

Community broadcasters were also of the view that the lower percentage of local content

requirements for subscription broadcasters encourages audiences to migrate to the

subscription platform as they prefer less local content. The delegates explained that, in fact,

all broadcasters, including subscription broadcasters, want to broadcast local content as it is

a demand from the audience. It was also mentioned that, as per the research finding,

subscription broadcasters have increased local content.

Prospective community broadcasters, who made presentations to the Authority, lobbied that

they have the content to meet the 55% requirement as set in the regulations, but that it is the

Authority's delay in granting their license that is delaying them. The delegates explained that

the 2010 moratorium to consider and grant community television broadcasting frequencies

and licences until the finalisation of the dual illumination period is still in place.

An audience member argued that there is a great quantity of local content available,

specifically local music, however radio stations were not playing the music. This started a

debate about the quality of some content made available to broadcasters. Community

broadcasters stated that not all music brought to their radio stations is of good quality. A few

audience members differed with the latter statement and questioned who determines quality

of content. The Authority's representatives explained the discussion document findings,

emphasising that broadcasters generally meet their quotas and the report highlights that

broadcast of local content has become more of an economical imperative and no longer just

an obligation to comply with regulations.

The attendees noted that there were content requirements in terms of the different genres in

television and inquired why there are no local music requirements on television. The

Authority's representatives commented that it could have been due to the fact that there

were a few music channels in the past and moving forward that this is something that might

be considered.

An attendee sought clarity regarding the contents of the regulations, asking what happens

when broadcasters meet their requirement for the whole year within a shorter period, and

whether broadcasters would then stop broadcasting local content. The Authority
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representatives explained that the compliance is measured through a weekly period based

on the performance period.

3. WESTERN CAPE

Stakeholders raised concerns about lack of business settings to encourage production and

acquisition of good quality local content from the Western Cape. Thus they added that local

content quota requirements should be reviewed with other external economic factors in

mind. Cape Town community broadcaster representative sought clarity regarding vertical

integration and the Authority delegates provided clarity.

4. EASTERN CAPE

The stakeholders proposed that Community radio stations should play more music from the

Province. They also alluded to the fact that Renewal of licences should be strict and

consider whether Community Broadcasters are broadcasting more South African Content.

Those in attendance also argued that there is a lot of local content especially in music and

that radio stations should be broadcasting that music. There was a general consensus that

the definition of local content should be broadened, especially for community broadcasters,

to encourage them to promote music from their own community /region. Though concerns

were raised about local musicians wanting to dictate to community broadcasters on how they

should conduct business, especially in relation to broadcast of certain music by certain

musicians.

There were a few community broadcaster representatives that enquired about how they can

assist other broadcasters with regards to local content and thus expand their role in local

content. A further concern was raised that government's communication plan does not

involve community broadcasters but rather pro SABC.

There were concerns regarding languages and percentages allocated to those languages.

The Authority representatives reminded those in attendance that the Authority does not

dictate nor does it impose language percentage split to broadcasters and that broadcasters

propose those languages and percentage split to the Authority as well as research by the

broadcasters when applying for the broadcasting service licence. Community broadcasters

agreed that the Authority does not impose broadcast languages and that the broadcasters
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do not thoroughly do their research and therefore find themselves with onerous language

percentage splits they promised when applying for a licence.

Stakeholders raised their displeasure about the SABC coverage, they said it is almost non-

existent in certain areas of the Eastern Cape and wanted to know what the Authority can do

to assist. It was pointed out that numerous complaints have already been sent to the

Authority. Related to the public broadcaster, stakeholders also questioned the Authority's

role with regards to the "Generations saga" as it is a popular television programme in the

country. Authority representatives' advised stakeholders to escalate coverage to the

Authority's office of the Chairperson and the Chief Executive Officer (CEO), and also

explained that the regulator does not interfere in internal broadcasters matters especially

programming matters.

The issue of television licences was also raised, as stakeholders argued that they do not see

a need to pay for them because they are paying for subscription television and this gives

them better coverage. Thus they consider paying for both television licence and subscription

fee somewhat unfair. Authority representatives clarified the importance of continued support

for the public broadcaster and the need to pay for television licences.

There was a request from stakeholders that the deadline of 10 October 2014 was short and

enquired whether it was possible for the Authority to extend the deadline for submissions.

Authority representatives explained that the submission date of 10 October 2014 was an

extension and it was unlikely that another one would be given as this would impact

negatively on the project timelines.

Concerns were raised with regards to Community Broadcasting in general due to the lack of

clear policy directive, the sector seems to be failing in its duties to promote community

identity. There was unanimity in that the Authority needs to review and prioritise `Community

Broadcasting Policy' (regulations) and that this will assist with the current challenges faced

by the sector especially where there is a lack of clear definitions of certain concepts.

5. AZU LU NATAL

The stakeholders proposed that any envisaged community radio stations increase in local

content quotas should be gradual over a period of years. It was also mentioned that the

Authority should not be prescriptive in its regulations because each broadcaster has its own

strengths and weaknesses. There was also caution not to try and exclude too much of the
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international Community because we live in a global society and South Africans and its

communities still have a lot to learn from the international world.

There were concerns that the Authority's call for regulatory projects submissions only

happens in English newspapers and never in African languages. It was proposed that

publications for submissions to such important matters should happen in all types of

newspapers so to afford broader society an opportunity to be part of regulatory decision

making process.

The language percentage split concerns were also highlighted and the Authority

representatives explained the need for Community Broadcasters to do research thoroughly

with respect to its target audience and avoid giving themselves onerous language

percentage splits which result in them not complying with their licence terms and conditions.

It was suggested that Community Broadcasters Provincial hubs should organise workshops

with South African Music Rights Organisation for training and or education of young

musicians, who do not understand the industry as yet. This could duly assist community

broadcasters in understanding Intellectual Property (IP) rights and avoid piracy. Training

would include registration of their concepts and products.

Community broadcasters alerted the Authority that statics/ numbers/ information provided by

SAARF /RAMS need to be scrutinised by the Authority, as these are not accurate and often

mislead advertisers and duly prejudice them as they are not a true reflection of listenership.

It was proposed that alternative measures should be used instead of the unreliable

SAARF /RAMS figures.

Hindvani Radio, an Indian Community radio, expressed concerns with regards to South

African Music quotas and how this presents a challenge for them as their target audience is

predominantly Indian. It was argued that, thus far, South Africa does not produce enough

Indian music to allow them and radio stations with similar target audience to comply with

music quotas. They proposed that exemptions for broadcasters like them should be

considered. There was a lengthy debate amongst those in attendance regarding this issue

and how the Authority does not currently have such exemptions. Some argued that those

broadcasters should still promote South African music in general and not necessarily South

African Indian music.
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6. NORTH WEST

The stakeholders proposed that the Authority must, in the process of improving monitoring,

acquire latest model software to monitor local music and television content. They argued that

it was too onerous to depend on human monitoring since there were many licensees to

monitor at once.

There was also a suggestion that the Authority must introduce, when increasing music

quotas, an accrual system starting from 50 %. This stemmed from the belief that any

increment that moves from current quotas to a significantly higher percentage will unsettle

music programming of many sound licensees and also lead to undesirably high rotation of

same songs.

Stakeholders raised a challenge they faced when trying to give local musicians an

opportunity to be interviewed and thus contributing to local content awareness and

development. They alleged that some artists want to be paid an appearance fee for an

interview, and this has hindered many promotional activities and also forced community

broadcasters to solely focus on playing music to meet local content demands.

Informed by the challenges they face with local artists, community broadcasters suggested

that the Authority must introduce various innovative ways of promoting local content and also

work with local artists to educate them about the importance of having interviews and also

how broadcasters work. In the same breadth they also suggested that community

broadcasters also need intense workshops on how to masters programming, since many

have the resources but cannot maximize them to promote local content. North West FM

representative, Mr. Cash, concurred with the motion and said all North West based sound

licensees should create ways of empowering one another and he would be available to help

where needed with his extensive radio broadcasting experience.

Stakeholders were in unison when they argued that local content incentives are not helpful

and the Authority needs to find innovative ways to make them interesting. One suggestion

made was that the Authority must look at ways of introducing incentives that include reprieve

through license fees.

A question was raised about the necessity of having children's programming since research

has shown that it does not attract sufficient revenue and thus not sustainable. Authority

representatives answered that children's programming is important for various reasons

stated in the current White Paper policy on broadcasting and to also fulfil the educational
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mandate of broadcasting, more specially on public and community broadcasting. An

example of the United Kingdom (UK) was used to show that children's programming faced

difficulties in many countries, but there was a need to priorities it. The UK commissioned

research on Children's Programming and this supported its continuation.

7. LIMPOPO

The stakeholders alerted the Authority to the fact that, there are Sepedi language Short films

that can be utilized as part of Local Content. They asked if the Authority has powers to

encourage the public broadcaster to not only focus on Gauteng but also look at other

provinces.

Stakeholders sought to know several inter - related issues around Local Content, and

amongst these were; how does the Authority balance language issues, the role of

Department of Arts and Culture in promoting local content. They also wanted to know about

the future of excluded /isolated languages such as that of the Ba- Lobedu People. The

Authority stated that various stakeholders and government departments are involved in the

promotion of South African Languages and will continue consulting them as the project

develops.

They also inquired as to what impact the process of workshops on local content was going to

have in the provinces. What would be the ultimate goal that community radio sector was

going to gain from this process?

Stakeholders asked if there are other mediums other than television as per the legislative

requirements that allows independent producers to distribute their material. They asked if the

Authority has conducted research to ascertain if the current legislation promotes or hampers

film production and distribution.

There was also an interesting contradiction noted that, while the Khoi - San people's regional

radio station is referred to as a Community Radio station, it is nonetheless managed by the

SABC, and thus there were questions on its mandate with regards to local content.

Stakeholders were concerned as to who is responsible for implementation of content hubs.

They further inquired as to who will sustain and maintain these local content hubs. The

Authority representatives directed them to Department of Communication documents and

noted that more answers can be sought from the Department.
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Stakeholders were concerned that there seems to be no sufficient new projects that can be

transmitted, thus there is excessive repeat of the old ones such as Bophelo Ke
Semphekgo. They insisted that, if not reduced and strictly regulated, numerous repeats of

old drama will continue to negatively impact on licensees' willingness to create new content.

8. KIMBERLEY

The attendees wanted clarity from the Authority with regard to informal languages, whether

ICASA's regulations cater for sign language in the language quotas. They also raised their

concern about the Khoi and Nama languages which seem to be abandoned. They also

asked how ICASA measure or monitor the use of languages in both television and radio,

whether the Authority is following the Sign Language Board methodology. Their reasoning

was the fact that there are other languages that are being favoured as compared to the

others.

It was explained that the Authority is implementing the Constitution of the country; hence

everyone is being consulted to address the issue of equality as contained in section 9 of the

Constitution. It was further expounded that the Authority, in finalising this process, will also

consider section 6(5) of the Constitution that provides for the establishment of a Pan South

African Language Board to promote and create conditions for, the development and use of

all official languages, including the Khoi, Nama and San languages. Therefore the Authority

committed to working together with the Pan South African Language Board in

accommodating all relevant languages within the Country.

The attendees were also concerned about the Programming that did not reflect our own

South African identity as currently our television programming reflects a lot of international

programmes. It was mentioned that according to the Authority's research - a lot of

programming was actually multilingual South African dramas. Furthermore, the Authority

explained the fact that local content has become a commercial imperative for broadcasters

as it attracts audiences and as a result generates revenue from advertising and

sponsorships.

The attendees questioned the Authority's methodology on the International benchmarking

that was done, as contained in the Discussion document. They raised their concern with

regard to the specific countries that were chosen as they believe that those countries were

only speaking one language and cannot be compared to South Africa. It was explained that
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the Authority did not only consider the issue of language in the International benchmarking,

but a lot of issues had to be considered - such as the legislative obligations for licensees in

a multichannel environment, taking into consideration the quotas for television and radio.

The attendees committed to making submissions to the Authority after engaging with the

Discussion document from their respective organisations.

9. BLOEMFONTEIN

The attendees raised their concern regarding the idea of increasing music quotas (radio) as

they were of the view that this might reduce their audience.

There was a concern about other languages that are not catered for, on television and

proposed that the Authority should force the broadcasters to treat all languages equally.

The community broadcasters who were attending the workshop proposed that the Authority

should separate the percentage quotas for Public and Community with the intention of

increasing the public broadcasting quotas to 60 %, while the quotas for community

broadcasting should remain at 40 %. However, they also mentioned the fact that an increase

of quotas might result in repeats.

The attendees made an observation that ICASA is not enforcing its regulations. ICASA is

lenient to broadcasters who do not comply with the regulations. The attendees questioned

the Authority on the measures in place to make sure that broadcasters comply with its

regulations.

10. GAUTENG

The attendees proposed that the Authority provides a definition for local languages. It was

suggested the Authority form partnerships with institutions that deal with language matters to

assist in defining multilingualism and it was reported that PANSALB will be dissolved.

In terms of promoting national identity they raised a concern that national identity is not

defined anywhere. They went further to ask whether provincial identity would mean the

licensing of provincial broadcasters such as regional television. It was explained that there is

no universal definition for national identity and broadcasters should seek advice in defining

that, and that the Authority does not intent to be too prescriptive by defining social and

cultural objectives of local content.
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MMA was concerned that the report indicates that broadcasters are meeting the local

content quotas but there is no independent variable data to support that. Authority

representatives acknowledged that the current monitoring system needs to be improved on.

However the research conducted for this review reflect that broadcasters exceed the quota

and the Authority will welcome any contradicting scientific research on the matter.

Stakeholders further questioned the manner in which the Authority monitor compliance with

the regulations proposing that the Authority should go beyond the current method. It was

suggested that the Authority consider financial linkages with special reference to royalties

regarding the amount of money leaving the country and this is due to the definition of

ownership of music. Attendees recommended that the Authority should incentivise the

ownership of intellectual property in production of local content. Authority representatives

explained that the issue of royalties and intellectual property is outside the mandate of the

Authority.

Other issues that were raised that were not within the mandate of the Authority were a

suggestion that the PBS should be allocated funding for local content and whether ICASA

will deal with the issue of piracy.

Attendees wanted to know why sport is excluded from local content and asked what was

found in benchmarking from other countries. The Authority explained that there are countries

such as Canada that include sport as part of local content but in South Africa the definition in

the legislation exclude sport.

11. CONCLUSION

The Authority's positions and draft regulations are informed by this provincial workshops

report along with the written submissions and the research done on the review of South

African Local Content regulations. The Authority would like to thank the attendees for the

productive debates. The Authority aims to inform stakeholders of the developments.
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Independent Communications Authority of South Africa

Pinmill Farm, 164 Katherine Street, Sandton

Private Bag X10002, Sandton, 2146

ICASA DRAFT SOUTH AFRICAN MUSIC CONTENT REGULATIONS

INVITATION FOR WRITTEN REPRESENTATIONS

In terms of Section 4B of the Independent Communications Authority of South Africa Act (Act No

13 of 2000), interested persons are hereby invited to submit their written representations

regarding the Draft Regulations on South African Music Content published herewith by the

Authority. A copy of the Draft Regulations will be made available on the Authority's website at

http: / /www.icasa.org.za and in the Authority's Library at No. 164 Katherine Street, Pinmill Farm,

(Ground Floor at Block D), Sandton between 09h00 and 16h00, Monday to Friday.

Written representations with regard to the Draft Regulations must be submitted to the Authority by

no later than 16h00 on 14 August 2015 by post, hand delivery or electronically (in Microsoft Word)

and marked specifically for attention: Mamedupe Kgatshe. Delivery address: Block A, Pinmill

Farm, 164 Katherine Street, Sandton. Where possible, written representations should also be e-

mailed to: mkgatshe @icasa.org.za or by facsimile: 011 566 -3260. Enquiries should be directed to

011 566 -3259; between 10h00 and 16h00, Monday to Friday.

Written representation(s) received by the Authority pursuant to this notice, will be made available

for inspection by interested persons at the Authority's library and such copies will be obtainable

upon payment of the prescribed fee.

At the request of any person who submits written representations pursuant to this notice, the

Authority may determine that such representations or any portion thereof is to be treated as

confidential in terms of section 4D of the ICASA Act. Where the request for confidentiality is
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refused, the person who made the request will be allowed to withdraw such representations or

portion (s) thereof.

Persons submitting written representations are further invited to indicate, as part of their

submissions, whether they require an opportunity to make oral presentations.

DR STEPHEN MNCUBE

CHAIRPERSON

DATE 10/06/2015
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SCHEDULE

The Independent Communications Authority of South Africa (ICASA) has in terms of section 4(j)

of the ICASA Act read with section 61 of the Electronic Communications Act (Act 36 of 2005 as

amended) made the regulations in the Schedule.

1. Definitions

In these regulations any word to which a meaning has been assigned to it in the ICASA Act and

the underlying statutes, will have that meaning, unless the context indicates otherwise-

"Bouquet" means a collection of video and / or audio channels marketed as a single package,

often transmitted in a single data stream, or a thematic environment where channels are devoted

to a specific programming genre;

"Documentary" means a factual presentation or analysis of musicians or composers, whether

past or present, with a normal minimum duration of five minutes;

"Interview" means conversation between a radio presenter and musician(s) or composer(s) used

as a basis of a broadcast, with a normal minimum duration of five minutes;

"New Musician" means a musician whose debut album has been on the market for six months

or less;

"Performance Period" means the period of 126 hours in one week measured between the hours

05h00 and 23h00 each day;

2. Application of these ° egulations

These regulations will apply to the holder of any category of sound broadcasting licence.

3
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3. Imposition of Sound Broadcasting Licence conditions regarding South African Music

Public Sound Broadcasting Licensees

(1) A holder of a public sound broadcasting licence must ensure that after eighteen (18)

months of the gazetting of these regulations, a minimum of 60% of the musical works

broadcast in the performance period, increasing to 70% in the following year, consist of

South African music and that such South African music is spread evenly throughout the

performance period.

Commercial Sound Broadcasting Licensees

(2) A holder of a commercial sound broadcasting licence must ensure that after eighteen

(18) months of the gazetting of these regulations, a minimum of 35% of the musical

works broadcast in the performance period consist of South African music and that such

South African music is spread evenly throughout the performance period.

Community Sound Broadcasting Licensees

(3) A holder of a community sound broadcasting licence must ensure that after eighteen

(18) months of the gazetting of these regulations, a minimum of 60 %, increasing by 10%

annually to reach 80% of the musical works broadcast in the performance period consist

of South African music and that such South African music is spread evenly throughout

the performance period.

Subscription Sound Broadcasting Licensees

(4) Every holder of a subscription sound broadcasting licence must ensure that after

eighteen (18) months of the gazetting of these regulations, a minimum of 20% of their

bouquets consist of channels made up of South African music content, increasing to

30% in the following year.

4
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Public Broadcasting Commercial Services

(5) The commercial services arm or wing of the holder of a public sound broadcasting

licence is subject to the same regulatory requirements as stipulated in sub regulation

(2).

4. General Provisions

(1) A sound broadcasting service licensee that cannot meet the local content requirements

must apply to the Authority for exclusion, and must submit proof that there is limited

music supply in their defined format.

(2) A sound broadcasting service licensee that cannot meet the local content requirements

must submit proposals, with their application in terms of sub -regulation (1), on how they

will work with the music industry to address the shortage of music supply in their defined

format.

(3) The proposals in terms of sub -regulation (2), if approved along with the application in

terms of sub -regulation (1), will be included in the licensee's amended licence

conditions.

(4) The Authority encourage subscription broadcasters to broadcast audio sound channels

devoted to playing South African local music.

5. Contraventions and penalties

(1) A licensee that contravenes any regulation of these Regulations, except regulation 3(3),

is liable to a fine not exceeding the greater of R5 000 000 (five Million Rand) or 10% of

the licensee's annual turnover for every day or part thereof during which the

contravention continued.

(2) A licensee that contravenes regulation 3(3) of these Regulations is liable to a fine not

exceeding R50 000 (fifty Thousand Rand).

5
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6. Formulas (Format Factors)

(1)The Music Points in terms of this sub -regulation contribute towards the calculation of the

relevant minimum South African music content quota, which is calculated using the

following formula: Format Factor (unit) x Duration.

(a) for every five minutes of coverage of live music = 2

(b) for an interview with South African musician(s) or composer(s) with a normal

minimum of five minutes = 2

Ten points are worth 1% towards the South African music content quota on a

weekly basis.

(2) The Music Points in terms of this sub -regulation contribute towards the calculation of the

relevant minimum South African music content quota, which is calculated using the

following formula: Format Factor (unit) x number of tracks:

for promoting new musicians whose debut albums have been on the market for six

months or less = 1

Ten points are worth 1% towards the South African music content quota on a

weekly basis.

7. Records

(1) The holder of a sound broadcasting licence must keep and maintain logs, statistical forms and

programme records containing:

(a) particulars of -

(i) the percentages of South African music broadcast including quota

calculations using format factors in the performance period; and

(ii) the time and duration of every such broadcast.

(b) such other particulars as may be required by the Authority.

(2) The logs, statistical forms and records contemplated in sub -regulation (1) must be preserved

in original for a period of not less than 12 months after the date of last entry.

6
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8. Repeal

These Regulations repea the 2006 ICASA South African Music Content Regulations published in

government gazette no.2845@of31January2OO8.

9. Short Title

These regulations are called the ICASA South African Music Content Regulations and shall

commence upon publication in the government gazelle.

7
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!CASA DRAFT SOUTH AFRICAN TELEVISION CONTENT REGULATIONS

INVITATION FOR WRITTEN REPRESENTATIONS

In terms of Section 4B of the Independent Communications Authority of South Africa Act

(Act No 13 of 2000). interested persons are hereby invited to submit their written

representations regarding the Draft Regulations on South African Television Content

published herewith by the Authority. A copy of the Draft Regulations will be made

available on the Authority's website at http://www.icasa.org.za and in the Authority's

Library at No. 164 Katherine Gtreet, Pinmill Farm, (Ground Floor at Block D), Sandton

between 09h00 and 10h00. Monday to Friday.

Written representations withæoardúztheDæftRagulationomust be submitted to the

Authority by no later than 10h00 on 14 August 2015 by poot, hand delivery or

electronically (in Microsoft Word) and marked specifically for attention: Mamedupe

Kgatshe. Delivery address: Block A, Pinmill Farm, 164 Katherine Street, Sandton. Where

p000ib|e, written representations should also be e-mailed to: mkgatshe@icasa.org.za or

by facsimile: 011 586'3260. Enquiries should be directed to 011 566-3259¡ between

10h00 and 16h00, Monday to Friday.

Written representation(s) received by the Authority pursuant to this nobca, will be made

available for inspection by interested persons at the Authority's library and such copies

will be obtainable upon payment of the prescribed fee.

At the request of any person who submits written representations pureuanttothianntice.

the Authority may determine that such representations or any portion thereof is to be
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treated as confidential in terms of section 4D of the ICASA Act. Where the request for

confidentiality is refused, the person who made the request will be allowed to withdraw

such representations or portion(s) thereof.

Persons submitting written representations are further invited to indicate, as part of their

submissions, whether they require an opportunity to make oral presentations.

DR STEPHEN MNCUBE

CHAIRPERSON

DATE: 10/06/2015
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SCHEDULE

The Independent Communications Authority of South Africa (ICASA) has in terms of

section 4(j) of the ICASA Act read with sections 61 of the Electronic Communications Act

(Act 36 of 2005 as amended) made the regulations in the Schedule.

1. Definitions

In these regulations any word to which a meaning has been assigned in the ICASA Act

and Underlying Statutes will have that meaning unless the context indicates otherwise.

"Animation" means any form of television programming in which the images of

character and action are made by photographing drawings, puppets or similar

images in order to create the illusion of movement and includes such images

created by computers;

"Animated Drama" means a scripted fiction or non -fiction story conveyed

primarily through animated pictures and visuals;

"Arts Programming" means programming on culture and the arts, including, but

not limited to the performing arts, visual arts, literature, fine arts, craft arts,

creative writing, architecture and music but excluding programmes that

exclusively feature music videos;

"Bouquet" means a collection of video and / or audio channels marketed as a

single package, often transmitted in a single data stream, or a thematic

environment where channels are devoted to a specific programming genre;

"Channel" means a single defined television programming service of a licensee

other than a video on demand programming service;

"Children's Programming" means programming which is specifically produced

for persons between the ages of 0 to 6 years and 7 to 12 years, which is

educational, made from their point of view, and which is broadcast at times of the
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day when persons in this age group are available in substantial numbers to

watch;

"Current Affairs Programming" means programming that is not a news bulletin

but which focuses on and includes comment on and interpretation and analysis

of issues of immediate social, political or economic relevance and matters of

international, national, regional and local significance;

"Documentary Programming" means a factual treatment or analysis of people,

events or social issues, whether past or present, with a normal minimum duration

of about half an hour with a single theme;

"Drama" means an audio -visual interpretation whether involving live actors or

animation of a fully scripted screenplay or teleplay, literary work, dramatic work,

folklore or improvised storytelling or performance, in which the dramatic elements

of character, theme and plot are introduced and developed so as to form a

narrative structure. It includes genres of drama such as situation comedy, soap

operas and other genres in any of the following formats: one -off dramas including

feature films, tele -plays and tele- movies, animated dramas, episodic drama

series, serial dramas and mini -series;

"Educational Programming" means programming specifically and primarily

designed to support structured educational activity whether such structured

activity relates to institutional -based education;

"Feature Film" means a film produced primarily for theatrical release in

cinemas;

"First Release Programme" means a programme that is first broadcast by a

television licensee in South Africa and has not already been broadcast by

another South African broadcasting licensee;

"Historically Disadvantaged Persons" means black persons, women, and

people with disabilities;
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"Knowledge- Building Programming" means programming acquired through

personal experience, outside of the formal learning environments such as

schools and training courses which provides information on subjects such as, for

example, science, technology, health, law and citizens' rights, religion, culture,

business, finance and the natural or built environment;

"Mini- Series" means a series with a pre- determined number of episodes usually

drama and usually 26 episodes or less;

"Post- production" means the processes following completion of production

including the editing of images and sound, creation of special visual effects, sub-

titling, processing and duplication of programmes as well as any other process

necessary for the completion of the production;

"Prime Time" means the period between 18H00 and 22H00 every day;

Produced" means a process of acquiring and /or developing a story or

programme theme, selecting and engaging key creative personnel and

exercising control over decisions relating to the development, costing, pre-

production, production and post -production of the programme;

"Production" means the recording of images and sound to form the substantial

and integral part of the programme;

"Production Costs" means, for the purpose of section 61 (2) (a) (vi) of the ECA,

a minimum of 20% of the pre -production and production costs is incurred in the

Republic;

"Repeat" means television programming that is not a first broadcast by a South

African television licensee and has been broadcast by another South African

television licensee;
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"Serial Drama" means a drama series containing story-lines and developments

that flow from episode to episode;

"Situation Comedy" means a television comedy set within a defined situation

location, environment and characters and their relationships;

"Soap Opera" means a drama, usually daily, with an indefinite number of

episodes and usually long- running;

"South African Drama" means drama programming which consists of South

African television content and in which South Africans have exercised direction

over the creative and administrative aspects of pre -production, production and

post- production. South Africans will be taken to have exercised such direction if:

(a) in the case of programmes which have been produced in terms of section 61

(2)(a) (i), (ii), (iii) or (iv):

(ì) the director or directors of the programme and /or the writer or

writers of the programme are South African;

(ii) not less than 50% of the leading actors appearing in the

programme are South African;

(iii) not less than 75% of the major supporting cast, are South African;

and

(iv) not less than 50% of the crew are South African;

(b) in the case of programmes produced in terms of section 61 (2)(a) (v) and (vi):

(i) not less than 50% of the production crew are South African; and

(ii) South Africans are involved in post -production.

"South African Television Performance Period" means the total number of

hours between 5H00 and 23H00 every day;
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"Tele- play" means a drama usually located in a narrowly defined geographical

area, and usually less than 90 minutes in length and often adapted from a play

written for stage drama;

"Tele- movie" means a film produced for television.

2. Purpose

The purpose of these regulations is to develop, protect and promote national and

provincial identity, culture and character. In achieving this, these regulations will seek to

promote programming which:

(a) is produced under South African creative control;

(b) is identifiably South African, and recognises the diversity of all cultural

backgrounds in South African society;

(c) will develop a television industry which is owned and controlled by South

Africans;

(d) will establish a vibrant, dynamic, creative and economically productive South

African film and television industry.

3. Public Television Broadcasting

(1) A public television broadcasting licensee must ensure that after eighteen (18)

months of the gazetting of these regulations in the case of an existing licence

holder or such longer period as the Authority may determine, a minimum weekly

average of 65% of its programming, measured over the period of a year, during

the South African television performance period consists of South African

television content and that such South African television content is spread evenly

throughout the said performance period and prime time.

(2) An incentive channel must ensure that a minimum weekly average starting at

30% after launch, increasing by 10% on an annual basis until reaching the

minimum weekly average of 65% measured over the period of a year, during the
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South African television performance period consists of South African television

content.

(3) In complying with its obligations in terms of sub- regulations (1) and (2) a public

television broadcasting licensee must ensure that a minimum of:

(a) 35% of its drama programming consists of South African drama;

(b) 80% of its current affairs programming consists of South African current

affairs;

(c) 50% of its documentary programming consists of South African

documentary programming;

(d) 50% of its knowledge building programming consists of South African

knowledge building programming;

(e) 60% of its educational programming consists of South African educational

programming; and

(f) 55% of its children's programming consists of South African children's

programming.

(4) The commercial arm or wing of a public television broadcasting licence is subject

to the provisions of regulation 5.

4. Community Television Broadcasting

(1) A community television broadcasting licensee must ensure that after eighteen

(18) months of the gazetting of these regulations in the case of an existing

licence holder or such longer period as the Authority may determine, a minimum

weekly average of 65% of its programming, with at least 50% of the quota

produced from the coverage area, measured over the period of a year, during the

South African television performance period consists of South African television

content and that such South African television content is spread evenly

throughout the said performance period and prime time.

(2) A new broadcast service licensee and any incentive channel must ensure that a

minimum weekly average starting at 30% after launch of their services,
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increasing by 10% on an annual basis until reaching the minimum weekly

average of 65% measured over the period of a year, during the South African

television performance period consists of South African television content.

5. Commercial Television Broadcasting Licensees

(1) A commercial television broadcasting licensee must ensure that after eighteen

(18) months of the gazetting of these regulations or such longer period as the

Authority may determine, a minimum weekly average of 45% of its programming,

measured over the period of a year, during the South African television

performance period consists of South African television content.

(2) A new broadcast service licensee and any incentive channels must ensure that a

minimum weekly average starting at 20% after launch of their services,

increasing by 10% on an annual basis until reaching the minimum weekly

average of 45% measured over the period of a year, during the South African

television performance period consists of South African television content.

(3) In complying with its obligations in terms of sub -regulation (1) and (2) above, a

commercial television licensee must ensure that a minimum of:

(a) 20% of its drama programming consists of South African drama;

(b) 50% of its current affairs programming consists of South African current

affairs;

(c) 30% of its documentary programming consists of South African

documentary programming;

(d) 30% of its knowledge -building programming consists of South African

knowledge building programming; and

(e) 25% of its children's programming consists of South African children's

programming.
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6. Subscription Television Broadcasting

(1) A subscription television broadcasting licensee that commission programmes

must ensure that annually, a minimum of 15% percent of their channel acquisition

budget is spent on South African content programming.

(2) In complying with its obligation in terms of sub regulation (1), a subscription

television broadcasting licensee must, to the extent that it is applicable to the

type of broadcasting service, ensure that a minimum of 3% of its South African

television content programming consists of South African drama programming.

(3) A subscription broadcasting service licensee that acquire channels must ensure

that annually, a minimum of 15% of their channel acquisition budget is spent on

South African content channels that are compiled and up linked from South

Africa.

(4) The broadcasting by a subscription television broadcasting licensee of licensed

free -to -air public television broadcasting services, licensed free -to -air commercial

television broadcasting services and licensed community television broadcasting

services will not count towards compliance.

7. Independent Television Production

(1) A public, commercial, community, and subscription television broadcasting

licensees must ensure that a minimum of 40% of their South African television

content programming consists of programmes which are independent television

productions and the independent television productions are spread evenly

between, South African arts programming, South African drama, South African

documentary, South African knowledge -building, South African children's and

South African educational programming.

(2) A public, commercial and subscription television broadcasting licensee must

ensure that fifty percent (50 %) of annual independently produced programmes

budget is spent on previously marginalised local African languages and /or
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programmes commissioned from regions outside the Durban, Cape Town and

Johannesburg Metropolitan cities.

8. General Provisions

(1) South African Local Content requirements will apply per bouquet and not per

channel approach for any new digital broadcast service licensees and incentive

channels.

(2) Broadcasters must obtain genre points only for one category of genre.

(3) Licensees must submit audited monitoring reports.

(4) Submission of false, misleading or inaccurate information will be dealt with

according to Section 17 H of the ICASA Act.

9. Contraventions and penalties

(1) A licensee that contravenes any regulation of these Regulations is liable to a fine

not exceeding the greater of R5 000 000 (five Million Rand) or 10% of the

licensee's annual turnover for every day or part thereof during which the

contravention continued.

(2) A licensee that contravenes regulation 4 of these Regulations is liable to a fine

not exceeding R50 000,00 (fifty Thousand Rand)

10. Formulas (Format Factors)

In order to assist a broadcasting service licensee not meeting the local content

quotas, Format Factors only apply to the following listed categories:

(1) The Drama Score for a South African drama is calculated using the following

formula:

Drama Score = Format Factor (unit) x Duration (hours weekly);
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(a) for a South African drama program that is a once -off (including feature films,

telemovies, and mini -series) = 4

(b) for a South African drama that is a series /serial produced at the rate of one

hour or less per week = 3

(c) for a South African series /serial produced at the rate of more than one hour

per week = 2

The formula for scoring drama points is:

Drama Score = Format Factor x Duration.

For example, a feature film is calculated as Format Factor (4 points) x 2

hours = 8 points.

Ten points are worth 1% towards the South African television
content quc a on a weekly basis.

(2) The African Language Drama Score is calculated using the following formula:

Format Factor (unit) x Duration (hours weekly);

(a) for drama in any of the following languages: isiNdebele, Sepedi, Sesotho,

Setswana, Siswati, Tshivenda, Xitsonga, isiXhosa and isiZulu = 4

The formula for scoring African language drama points is:

African Language Drama Score = Format Factor x Duration.

For example, a Tshivenda drama is calculated as Format Factor (4

points) x 1 hour = 4 points.

Ten points are worth 1% towards the South African television

content quota on a weekly basis.

(3) The Children's Programming Score is calculated using the following formula:

Format Factor (unit) x Duration (hours weekly);

(a) for South African children's drama = 3

(b) for South African children's knowledge -building programme = 2

The formula for scoring children's programming points is:

Children's Programming Score = Format Factor x Duration.
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For example, South African children's drama is calculated as Format

Factor (3 points) x 2 hours = 6 points.

Ten points are worth 1% towards the South African television
content quota on a weekly basis.

(4) The Arts Programming Score is calculated using the following formula:

Format Factor (unit) x Duration (hours weekly):

(a) for South African performing arts, visual arts, literature, fine arts, craft arts,

creative writing, architecture, and music (excluding programmes that

exclusively feature music videos) = 2

The formula for scoring arts programming points is:

Arts Programming Score = Format Factor x Duration

For example, a programme on South African literature is calculated as

Format Factor (2 points) x 1 hour = 2 points.

Ten points are worth 1% towards the South African television
content quota on a weekly basis.

(5) The Score for Diversity in Commissioning is calculated using the following

formula: Format Factor (unit) x Duration (hours weekly);

(a) for programming produced by an independent production company based in

Mpumalanga, the Northern Province, the North West, the Northern Cape, the

Free State, and the Eastern Cape = 3

(b) for programming produced by an independent production company based in

Kwazulu -Natal = 2

(c) for programming produced by independent production company controlled

by historically disadvantaged persons = 3

The formula is:

Independent Production Company Score = Points x Duration

For example, the formula for commissioning a Mpumalanga -based

company is calculated as Format Factor (3 points), plus controlled by

historically disadvantaged person(s) (3 points) x 1 hour = 6 points.
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Ten points are worth 1% towards the South African television
content quota on a weekly basis.

(6) The Score for the production of the following genres in African Languagea,

specifically for public regional and community television broadcasting services, is

calculated using the following formula: Format Factor (unit) x Duration (hours

weekly):

(a) for any documentary produced in any of the following languages:

isiNdebele, Sepedi, Geootho, Getuvvana, Siswati, Tshivenda, Xitsonga,

isiXhosa, andioiu|u=3'..

(b) for any children's programming produced in any of the following languages:

isiNdebele, 8epedi. Goocúho, Setswana, Siswati, Tshivenda, Xitaonga,

isiXhosa, and isiZulu = 3; and

(c) for any Arts programme produced in any of the following languages:

isiNdebele, Sepodi. Saecthp, 8otmvvana, 8iovva1i, Tshivenda, Xi1eon0a,

ioiXhnoa, and isiZulu = 3.

(7) The Score for any programme that do not fall under any category or genre as

contemplated in these regulations such as magazine, talk ehovvo, religious and

game show programmes:

Programme = Format Factor (unit) x Duration (hours weekly)

One hour or less per week = 2

Ten points are worth 1% towards the South African television content

quota on a weekly basis

(8) The Repeats Score is:

(a) for first repeat of a South African programme = 50%;

(b) for a South African programme originally screened on another South

African television channel = 50%;

(c) for a rebroadcast of the week's episodes = 50%; and

(d) any further repeats of the programme shall not count towards compliance with

the South African content quota.
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11. Records

(1) Public, community, commercial and subscription television service providers

must keep and maintain logs, statistical forms and programme records in a

format prescribed by the Authority:-

/o> full particulars of all South African content programming broadcast in each

week, indicating each category of South African television content;

(b) full particulars of name(s) of the author(s) of the drama script indicating

their nationalities, or that of the adaptor if it is drawn from a literary source;

(c) full particulars of the name(s) of the drama director(s) indicating their

nationalities;

(d) a list of the creative and technical personnel involved in drama production

indicating their nationalities and, in the case of pmrformnere, the roles they

play; and

(e) such other particulars as may be required by the Authority

(2) The logs, statistical forms and records contemplated in sub-regulation (1) must

be preserved for a period of not less than 36 months after the last date of entry.

12. Repeal

These Regulations repeal the 2006 ICASA South African Television Content Regulations

published in government gazette no. 28454 of 31 January 2006.

13. Short Title

These regulations are called the ICASA South African Television Content Regulations

and shall commence upon publication in the government gazette.
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